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PREFACE

The workshop on Hydraulic Effects at the Glacier: Bed and
Related Phenomena was organized by the Versuchsanst.alt für
hlasserbau, Hydrologie und Glaziol-ogie {VAW). Financial sup-
port $ras given by the Schweizerische Nationalfonds zur För-
derung der wissenschaftlichen Forschung and by the Schwei-
zerische Naturforschende Gesellschaft.

44 papers have been presented during the conference sessions
or have been explained in the poster session. The different
thenes are outlined in the "summary of the workshop" with
reference to the authors; the abstracts are arranged in a1-
phabetic order of authors. An edited version of the General
Discussion, based on a tape-recording, is also included; the
draft has been sent to the participants giving thern the op-
portunity to make corrections.

This volume will be sent to the workshop participants and to
all- members of the International Glaciofogical Society.

Almut lken
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THE CURRENT STATE OF RESEARCH ON

HYDRAULIC EFFECTS AT THE GLACIER BED

AN INTRODUCT]ON TO THE WORKSHOP

W.S.B. Paterson

This introductory revievT briefly summarizes present know-
ledge of hydraulic effects at the gfacier bed and related
phenomena, points out some conflicts in existing interpre-
tati-ons, and mentions some unsolved problems. It is confined
to results published before the workshop.

1. The subql-acial water system

At least three lines of evidence suggest that water can be
stored within a glacier or, nore specifj.cally, at its bed:
(a) lr/ater ba]ance measurements (Stenborg, 1970; Tangborn et

al., 1975). In early summer, the amount of melti_ng (p1us
rain) exceeds the outflow from the terminaf stream, where-
as outflow exceeds meltj.ng in late summer. For South
Cascade Glacier, the maximum amount of water stored j.s

equivalent to a layer about 1 m thick, spread over the
entire glacier surface.

(b) Occasional periods of exceptionally high f1ow, lasting
from a few hours to a few days, in glacial streams.
These are not related to weather conditions (Mathews,
1963 ) .

(c) Uplift of a glacier'surface by about 0.5 m at the start
of the melt season, followed by a slow drop duri-ng the
summer ( Iken et aI. , 1 983 ) .

Measurements of subglacial water pressure (Mathews, 19641
sho$, a ttbase pressure", which remains steady for J_ong period
with short-period increases superimposed. The base pressure
i-s higher in wj-nter than in summer. The hi.gh-pressure peaks
occur during the melt season; most are associated \"rith
periods of strong melting or heavy rain.
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These observations are usually explained in the following
way. Because the volume of subglacial water is much greater
than can be generated by basal melting (except during a

surge), most of it is surface neltwater that penetrates to
the bed. The bulk of it is contalned in cavi.ties on the down
stream side of bedrock bumps (Lliboutry, 1968). These cavl-
ties are connected by a system of passageways in the ice.
The passageways enlarge by melting of ice from their walls
and contract by ice flow, according to the amount of water
in the systeni but these changes are not instantaneous. In
addition, the larger passageways tend to grow at the ex-
pense of the'smaller ones because they carry more heat per
unit wall area. Near the terminus, the system develops into
one, or a few, large tunnels. Many passageways are seafed
off during the winter and reopen in the spring as the supply
of meltwater increases. These changes in the system can

account for water storage and release and for the increased
water pressure in winter.

In addition to the water in the linked-cavity systemf there
is also a thin film of water, at the melting temperature,
produced during the regeJ-ation process, which is an essen-
tial part of the mechanism of glacier sliding.

The question, whether these two systems are independent and,
if so, what fraction of thö bed each occupies, was first
asked at least 15 years ago (Can. J. Earth Scj-., 1969; Nye,
19731. It has never been completely answered, althougrh
studies of recently-deglaciated bedrock have provided some

information (Hallet, 1979; VJalder and HaIIet, 1979). An-
other important question is whether the v/ater in the linked-
cavj-ty system always influences lhe sliding velocity, or
only when the pressure i-s high enough to drive water out of
the cavities into the fllm. The apparent suggestion, that a

l-inked-cavity systen operates only during gl-acier surges
(Karnb et a1., I975), presents a new complication.
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2. Slidinq velocitv

Observations of increased velocity after heavy melting or
rain suggest that the subglacial water pressure P influences
the sliding velocity. Some recent modelling studies have

therefore used a sliding relation of the forn

un = Kril/( p,qh - Pr^r)

instead of the classj.c Weertman relation. Here u5 is sliding
velocj-ty, tp basal shear stress, h ice thicknessr p 1ce den-
sity, g gravitational acceleration, m has a vafue between 1

and 3 and K depends on the physical properties of 1ce and on

the roughness of the glacier bed. For tidewater glaciers P6

can be calculated from pligd, where 0y is the density of wate

and d is the vrater depth at the terminus. For other glaciers
P" has been calculated from the model of Röthlisberqer (19721

which relates the pressure gradient along a subglacial water
channef to the water flux. Because this is a steady-state
model, to use it in a sliding relation is high1y questionable.
For example, if steady-state pressure is used, the equation
predicts that sliding is greater in winter than in summer;

thls is contrary to observation. Sliding probably depends
both on r"rater pressure and on the state of the cavity system

as suqgested by the observation that sliding velocity is a

maximum when the cavities are growing, not when they reach a

steady state for a given water pressure (rken, 1981; Iken et
al., 1983).

Can regelation take place if the bed is permeable? I suggest
that there may be three different cases:
(a) Impermeable bed - slidlng by regelation/plastic deforma-

ti-on
(b) Hiqhly-permeable beil (e.9. fractured rock) no basal

motion because no regelation.
(q) Bed of 1ow premeability (e.9. sediments) - deformation

within the sediments, not at the ice/bed interface
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3. Deformable beds
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hard to define)

Boulton and Jones (19791 pointed out that, contrary to the
basj-c assumption in theories of sliding, many glaciers rest
on beds of deformable sediments. If the permeability of the
bed is 1ow, subglacial water causes a build-up of pore pres-
sure in the sediments and a corresponding decrease in their
shear strength. Boufton and Jones found that deformation of
subgtacial sediments accounted for: 88 per cent of the move-

ment near thä terminus of a glacier in Iceland. A bed of low

shear strength can explain the l-ow slopes, and thus the rapid
retreat, of the southern fobes of the Laurentide fce Sheet.

Seismic soundings suggest that Ice Stream B in West Antarc-
tica is also underlain by sediments (Bentley et aI., 1985).
This woufd expJ-ain why the basaf shear stress is only about
0.2 bar. Hovrever, unlike lcelandic glaciers or the southern
lobes of the Laurentide Ice Sheet, there is no surface mel-
ting on the ice streams. AII- the water at the bed must come

from melting there; the melt is probably about 20 mm/a.

Would this be sufficient to build up pore pressure in the
sediments ?

The Antarctic ice streams are sometimes compared to the
large outlet glaciers in West Greenfand. However, basal
shear stresses in Greenl-anQ are in the normal ranger e.9.
0.8 to 1.2 bar on Jakobshavns Isbrae. Does this i-mp1y that
its bed does not deform? Seisnic observations of the nature
of the bed would be valuable.

4. Water flow j-n cold qlaciers

Seasonal and short-period variaLions in velocity have been

observed in the abl-ation areas of sub-polar glaciersr for
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exampl,e in east Greenfand (Battl-e, 1951; Paterson, 1961) and

in Axel Heiberg Isl-and (Müller and Iken, 1973; Tken, 19781.
These glaciers have 10-m temperatures between -10o and .2OoC

However, the basal ice could be at melting point, except
near the sides and terminus. These observations sugqest that
surface meltwater can penetrate to the bed of cold glaciers.
Where there is no ablation, the summer and annua.L velocities
appear to be equa1, as on Beardmore Glacier, Antarctica
(Swithinbank, 1963)1 however, this glacier may be'frozen to
its bed.

littl-e seems be known about the conditions under which water
can flow through ice welf below its melting point and, if it
reaches the bed, where it emerges. Upwelling of turbid water
presumably of subglacial origin, has been observed in front
of tj-dewater glaciers in west Greenland (Rink quoted by

Weertman, 1969). But I do not know of any reports of water
emerginq from underneath cold glacier termj-ni on land.

The Lakes detected beneath parts of the Antarctic ice sheet
also pose some hydrologi"cal problems (Oswald and Robin, 1973),

Metting of ice at a rate of even 1 mm/a for a million years
would produce 'l km of water. Can refreezing at an interface
between a melti.ng and a freezi.ng bed, downstream from the
lake, remove al-l this water? or may sorne of it drain away

through the underlying sediment? These questions, which the
authors raised, do not seem to have been discussed.

5. Glacier surges

Detaj-1ed studies of Variegated Glacier (Kamb et al., 1985)
and Trapridge Glacier (Clarke et a1., 1984) have greatly j-n-

creased our knowledge of surge. Both temperate and cold
glaciers can surge, but this does not necessarJ-ly imply that
the mechanisms are different. I believe that we should try
to find one explanation for all surges. Two proposed mecha-

nisms can now be excl-uded:
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Trapping of subglacial water by a reverse gradient of
basal shear sLress (i.e. stress increasing with distance
frorn the terninus) (Robin and Weertman, 1973). There is
no such gradient where the surge started on Variegated
Gl-acier (Blndschadler et al . , 19'771 .

Build-up of water at a thermal barrier (that is, a boun-
dary between melting basal ice upstream and ice frozen
to the bed downstream). There is such a barrier beneath
Trapridge Glacier but it does not trap water.

Both Clarke and Kamb agree that destructlon of the subglacial
drainage systen triggers the surge, as Röthlisberger (1969)
suggested. llowever, they have proposed different reasons for
the rapid sliding. Kamb et al. postulate the development of
a stable linked-cavity system in which, unlike the case of a
tunnel, the water pressure increases wlth the flux. Cl-arke
et a1. believe that strong shear destroys the permeability
of the subglacial sediments and so al-l-ows the pore pressure
to build up.
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SUMMARY OF THE WORKSHOP

W. Ilaeberli, A. Iken, H. Ii.öthisberger

Glacier bed charact.eristics

Definlte knowledge about'h/hat is under a qlacier remains
linited. One of the most lmportant aspects of the conference,
theref ore, \,zas the dlscussion about t'hard" and "sof t" beds.
It became clear that a variety of condiLions are encountered
j.n nature and that combinations of rigid/deformable, cold/
temperate and permeablefimpermeable beds can occur under one
singl-e glacier.

So far, most studies on glacj-er sJ.lding and subglacial water
flow assumed the existence of a temperate/ri-gj,d/impermeabfe
rock bed. Such conditions are usually observed under steep
gl-acier tongues, and in regions with a maritime clirnate (e.g.
Hagen et aI. ). Subglacial cavities on an undulating and essen-
tia11y undeformable bed seem to best explain water pressure
and velocity observations on Findelengletscher (Iken and Bind
schadler). Large cavities are not often found in exposed rock
beds and it remaj.ns questionable whether the water reguired
for the significant spring-uplift observed at some gJ-aciers
can be stored in such cavities. Stick-sllp motion has been
observed at the boundary of col-d ice/negati,ve temperature
bedrock of a cirque gl.acier (Hallet et al.).

The capacity of the meltr^rater streams to evacuate morainic
material seems to determine whether the glacier bed consists
of non-consolidated sediments or bedrock. Defornabfe sediment
beds are therefore widespread under fl-at glacj-er tongues
{Haeberl-i). Deformation of such sedj-ments has been directly
measured in the marglnal part of Breidamerkurjöku11 and geo-
logic evidence points to the general importance of this pro-
cess (Boulton). High-resolution selsmic reflection revealed
the existence of a thin (less than 10 m thick) layer beneath
the fast-noving Ice Stream B in Antarctica. This layer may be
interpreted as deforning subglacial- sediments (Blankenshj-p).
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Loose debris was also observed by a borehole camera at the
base of Variegated Glacj-er. The rnovenent of thls active sub-
sole drift could be of fundamental importance for the surge
mechanism (Harrison et al.). During surges, the abrasion
rates can be expected to be higher than normal by orders of
magnitude (Sharp). The fines which are thereby produced could
possibly be related to the "memory" of periodically surging
glaciers, by influencing the hydraulic and mechanical proper-
ties of the substrate in a quite unique way for surge-type
glaciers. The upper layer of the unlithified subglacial sedi-
ments probably behaved as a slurry during the last surge of
Trapridge Glacier (Clarke). Thick tiIl deposlts can be obser-
ved in this case within the recently deglaci-ated area, and an

impermeable permafrost layer seems to exist in the marqinal
parts of the glacier. However, water probably flows in a

deeper unfrozen layer (Cfarke). In the case of Matanuska

Glacier, subglacial permafrost acts as a dam to drainaget
but this dam is overtopped by high water pressures during
winter time (Lawson). ModeIs of subglacial groundwater flow
indicate that ti11 injection into subgldcial channels can

pressurize the whole subglacial system in critical regions.
This phenomenon may help to explaln the low basal stresses
of subpolar ice sheets (Shoemaker). Relatively weak over-
consolidation of sediments formerly covered by Ice Age gla-
ciers indicate that pore-water pressures in subglacial ma-

terial is generally high. Direct observations of sliding and

deformation of basal debris at subfreezing temperatures were

reported from Urumqi Glacier No 1. Most of the ice movement

was due to the rapid deformation of the obviously very soft
debris-1aden basal layer and to slip across shear planes ln
frozen subglacial sediments (Keith Echelmeyer and Wang Zhong-

x j-anq ) .

A striking disproportion exists between the complexity of
models on hydraulic effects at the glacier bed and the avail-
able information on glacier bed characteristics. The situa-
tion could be improved by investigation of deglaciated areas

and by the systematic application of qeophysical sounding
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techniques (borehole electrodes, combinati.on of seismic and
radio-echo soundings). More effort should also be put into
research on mechanical and hydraulic properties of subglacial
sediments.

Theoretical studies on basal slidi and lacier flow

Sliding theories were further developed with particular em-

phasis on the role of basal water. A theory of sliding over
periodiJ bed undulations with bed separation was presented
(Fowler). The critical role of high pressure zones between
cavities in the development of water fil-ms and in the regu-
lation of basal water flow has been studied (Weertman), and
the water content and permeability of the basal ice have
been included into the classic slidlng theory (Lliboutry).
Glacier flow through channefs of various shapes was modelled
assuming certain sliding faws which relate the sliding ve-
locity to basal shear stress and effective pressure (Meys-
sonnier). Sirnulation of glacier flow with viscous substances
in prefabricated channels was also attempted (Wintges). An-
other study focussed on the transfer of basal velocity ano-
malies to the surface (Balise); this work poses important
restrictions on the common practice of deducing variations
of basal sliding from variatj-ons of surface velocity.

A boundary layer theory of freezing and mel-tj,ng at curved
ice-water interfaces i,ras presented (Alts). The number of
phase boundaries per unit volume has an j-nfluence on the
sliding properties of a glacier.

In order to assess possible basal sliding, the current
melting condi.tions at the base of the Antarctic i-ce sheet
have been mapped, making allowances for cl-imatic changes
(Ritz).
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Experinental studies related to basal slidi-nq

Several investigators reported on relationships between
velocity variations and influencing parameters: variations
of subglacial water pressure, or rain and meltwater input,
and variaLions of longitudinal force gradients. (Aellen;
Echelmeyer and Harri.son; Krimnel; Meyer eL aI.; Mayo and
Trabant; Reynaud). High tides slowed down the velocity of
the grounded Columbia Glacier (back stress) but increased
the ice flow of Jakobshavn clacier, the snout of which is
afloat. A study of spatial and temporal velocity variations
of Storglaciären led to the conclusion that subglaci.al water
storage \,ras'restr.icted to overdeepenings (Hooke et af.).
Direct measurements of sliding motion over bedrock at Bond-
husbreen revealed continuous, non-jerky motion and variations
of sliding velocity related to water discharge (Hagen et al.).
V{ater-activated sliding mechanisms were found to be "cavity
formation on an undefornable bed" at Findelengletscher ( rken
and Bindschadler), but "subglacial sedlrnent deformation" at
BreidanerkurjökulI ( Boulton) .

The subqlacial dralnaqe svstem

The inportance of water flow at the gfacier bed is already
underl-ined by the titl-e of this workshop. Nurnerous papers
have therefore referred to one aspect or other of drainage
in conjunction with other phenomena listed under different
headings.

One of the striking features of subglacial drai-nage is the
existence of various drainage mechanisms. While many obser-
vations can be explained by flow in a system of conduits and

while flow in a thj-n sheet allows the computation of particu-
lar effects (Lingle and Brown), special attention has recent-
1y been directed to the drainage througrh an extended net\dork
of cavities, called the lj-nked-cavity system. The existence
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of such conditions can be deduced from the observation of
piezonetric water pressure and dye tracing (Bindschadler and
Tken; Brugman; Engei-hardt et a1.). The phenomenon has afso
been approached theoretically by Karnb and by Walder. The flow
in the cavities expJ-ains the generally high water pressure
(as compared to conduit flow), but the flow through the con-
strictions betvreen cavities has to be deal-t with to under-
stand why the drainage can swi-tch from one mode of flow to
the other. Ice pressure in the constri-ctions is one of the
important factors. Questions of the effect of stress concen-
trations have been dj-scussed by Weertman on the sma11 scaLe
in the surroundings of individual bumps, while Robin has been
dealing'"Lth lutg"-scale comparison. The importance of the
cross-sectional geometry of a glacier in relation to mode and
place of flow has been pointed out (Röthlisberger).

The only direct observation of the drainage net!,/ork was re-
stricted to the near-surface conditions in the top 30 to 60m

of the glacier (Ho1mlund), but additionaf information was in-
direbtly obtained by deductions from other aspects like the
uplift phenomenon (Aellen), runoff hydrographs, variations of
the chemical composition and sedj,ment l-oad of glacial streams
befow the terrninus (Collins), and from transit time of dye
tracers (apart from the surge problem referred to above; Ro-
land et a1.). V'later tenperature was treated theoretically
(Hunphrey). For laminar flow through an englacial channel of
constant diameter a 3 times greater heat transfer resulted
than wi.th the commonly used enqineering type heat transfer
equation.

Surqes

Detailed investigations have been carried out at Medvezhiy
Glacier (Dyurgerov), Trapridge G]acier (Clarke) and Varie-
gated Glacier (Engelhardt et al.; Harrison et al.; Kamb;
Raymond and Harrison).
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The subpolar Trapridge Glacier which has surged approximate-
ly every 45 years is presently in an advanced stage of its
bu1ld-up phase. lthile in the upper, temperate-based part the
veloci-ty has increased 5 tines since 1969, one-fifth of the
receiving area is deglaciated now. This area is covered with
a thick till deposit (up to'13 m). The mechanical properties
of thj-s titl deposit have been studied in detail. These

studies, together with investigations of the subglacial
hydrology, have led to the preliminary conclusion that the
upper layers of the substrate behaved as a slurry durlng
the last surge.

The temperdte (maritime-type) Variegated Glacler has been

studied intensively duri.ng 1 0 years of its build-up phase

and during its recent surge. These investigations provi-de

insight into the development of the pre-surge conditions:
the variation of geornetry, basal shear stress and basal
sliding and the change of subglacial drainage conditions.

Mobile subsole drift has also been observed beneath the Va-

riegated Glacier by means of borehole televj-sion (Harrison).
On the other hand, the lnvestigations of subglacial water
pressure (Engelhardt et aL.), travel time of tracers in-
jected into boreholes (Brugman), discharge and turbidity
variations of the terminal streams (Humphrey et al.' 1986)

suggest the existence of a linked-cavity system (a system of
cavities which form at the 1ee-side of bed protuberances).
When the surgTe terminated, efficient drainage tunnels deve-

loped, Iarge quantities of water were released fron the
glacier and the subgtacial water pressure dropped.

To summarize: the subglacial hydraulic conditions which are
modified by increased basal sliding are believed to be of
major lmportance for the surge mechanisms of the three surge

glaciers quoted.
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An analysis of the population statistics cf 2356 normal and
surging glaciers in the Yukon Territory revealed a non-ran-
dom geographica] distribution of surge-type qlaciers and a

high probability of long glaciers to be of the surge type
(CIarke).

Mechanj-sms of surqing

Several proposed mechanisms involve the effect of water at
the glacier bed. Whj-le in the case of Trapridge Glacier a

change of the hydraulic characteristics of subglaci.al sedi-
ments is assumed to take place at the beginninq of a surge,
at Variegated Glacier a linked-cavity system replaces large
drainage channels, The stability of the pressure-controlled
linked cavity systen as opposed to that of the energy-domi-
nated node of channel flow can be gi-ven in quantitative
terrns by a dimensionless parameter (Kamb). Sma11 discharge
and high \,rater pressure in \,rinter promote the collapse of
channels and the growth of the linked cavity system; surgi-ng
therefore tends to start 1n winter (Raymond and Harrison).
The tendency for the formatlon of a wide-spread drainage
systen rather than a single channel at the talweg is en-
hanced by a change from a concave to\,/ards a convex glacier
surface (Röthlisberger). Near the surge front the vertical
ice pressure on the bedrock can be several- tlmes larger than
the overburden pressure and may impede water flow (deQ.
Robin )

The influence of ice fabrj.cs changes on surge motion, to-
gether vrith the corresponding changes of deformation para-
meters, was studi-ed (Shoji and Langway). The ice fabric
pattern depends on the ratio of shear strain to longitudi-
nal strain.
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Chemical and isotopic composj-tion of basal ice

Stable isotope analysis permits to differentiate regelation
ice from other basal ice and to identify particular modes of
formation {Gemme}1). By measuring the amount and composition
of the air and chemical impurities in samples of recentJ.y
cold glaci.er ice one can determine extended temperate con-
ditions in the past (Schwander and Langway)"
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EVIDENCE OF UPLTFT DUE TO WATER PRESSURE AT THE

GLACIER BED AT GROSSER ALETSCHGLETSCHER

Markus Ae11en

Monthry neasurements of surfäce velocities at Grosser A]etsch-
gletscher indicate a more or less regular seasonal pattern of
variation in horizontal velocity. fn some years, daily ob-
servations were made by means of automatj-c cameras. photo_
grammetric analysis of the photographs reveafed velocity
variations,with higher than seasonal frequencies, which can
be related to variations of the daily runoff 1n the outlet
stream (Massa river). Furthermore, evidence was given of
vertical movernents with close resemblence to those observed
on other glaciers, e.g. Unteraargletscher. At the beginning
of the meltlng season, acceLeration and uplift events appear
progressively, first at the lower, then at the higher site.
Later events occur simul-taneously within the observed intervals
11 or 2 days) at both sites, in the zone of compressj,ve flow
near "Rinderturmti (2500 m a.s.l.) as well as 3.5 km upstream
in the zone of extensive flow near "Konkordia" (2700 m a.s.l.).

Address of the author;
Markus Ael1en
Versuchsänstaf t f ür Wasserbau,
Hydrologie und claziologie
E?tl-Zentrum
cH-8092 zurich
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BOUNDARY-LAYER THEORY OF FREEZING AND MELTING

AT CURVED rCE-lrlATER TNTERFACES

Thorsten Alts

Melting of glacier ice under the action of geothermal heat
and internal friction appears primarily at the boundaries of
ice grains. A considerable arnount of curved j-nternal phase

boundaries per unit volume can thus be formed and has an im-
portant influence on the sliding properties of glacier ice
at the melting point.

Preliminary to a sound description of the constitutive be-
havior of such an ice-water mixture is a careful study of the
dynamics and thermodynamics of the internal, heavily curved
phase-boundaries. For these a new boundary-1ayer theory has

been devel-oped, l/hich represents the phase-boundary as a

smooth transition layer instead of a sharp surface of dis-
continuity. Stri.king new results on surface tension, on

existence of nucleation and the freezing melting/process
emerge from such a dynamic boundary-layer theory. They are
in agreement with experiments at slightly curved phase

boundaries but provide new insight into the understanding
of phase transition at nucleation dimensions.

After a short lntroduction to the concept and the basic
assumptions of the theory these resul-ts have been discussed
in detail.

Address of the author:
Prof.Dr. Thorsten Alts
Institut für Theorie der
Kondensierten Materie
Freie Universität Berlin
ArnimalLee 4

D-1O0O Berlin 33
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TRANSFER OF BASAL

TO THE SURFACE

VELOCITY ANOMALIES

OF A GLACIER

Bal-iseMichael J.

The sensing of chanqes in sliding rate at the bases of glaciers
has in practice been accomplished rnostly by measuring changes
in velocity at the upper surface, where standard surveying
methods can be used. In order to examine the potential diffi-
cufties of j-nterpreting surface speed measurements in terms of
changes in basal slidj-ng rate, the transfer of basaf sliding
velocity anomalies to the surface of a planar parallel-sided
sl-ab of thj-ckness H is examj-ned for various rheologies. Sur-
face velocity changes paralleJ- (u") and normal (v=) to the
surface are calculated for various propagating and spatially
fixed basaf velocity anomalies wl-th components para1le1 (uu)
and norrnal (v5) to the bed. A non-zero vo is allowed to account
for possible basal uplift by separation at the bed. Four scales
of differing behavior can be identified, depending on the spati-
al length of the basal anomaly. These are nost easily descri-bed
for harmonlcally varying anomalies in uo and/or vo.

For a linear viscous rheoloqy, at the very short scale (ls1H)
the surface response is negligible. At short scales (1H=l=5H)
u" has an amplitude up'to about 0.3u5, and is in the opposite
direction to u5 (1800 phase shift); v" has an ampli.tude up to
about 0.7vg and 1s in phase with v5. At intermediate scales
(5Hstr=l0H) both u= and vs are respectively in phase with uo
and v5; but the amplitudes of u" and vs are still sonewhat
reduced from the amplltudes of u5 and v6. At both the short
and intermediate scales significant cross-component effects
occur between the bed and the surface. In particular at these
scales a basal- anomaly ub induces a response in both u= and.
vs such that the amp.l-itude of vs can be greater than the am-
plitude of u". This shows that substantial anomalous surface-
normal notions may be induced by deformation even though the
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basal vefocity anonal-y is parallel to the bed. At long scales
(l=10H) u"=u5 and vs:vb; the velocity anomaly at the surface
is essentially the same as at the bed.

To examine the possible effects of transient creep associated
with short time scale basal velocity anomalies, a MaxweII
vi.scoelastic rheology is analyzed. The guatiLative pattern is
essentially identical to that for a linear viscous rheology,
and only smal1 quantitative differences exist. The most notice-
abfe quantitative difference is at short and intermediate
sca.Ies (1Hs^=l0H). At these scales a phase lag anywhere be -
tweenOoand 1800 can occur between the basal anomaly and the
surface resfonse. This phase laqi depends on both the wave-
length of the anomaly and a viscoelastic time constant (which
is a function of the propagation speed of the basal anomaly
and the vj-scosity of the viscoelastic material).

For a non-linear vi.scous rheology the qualltative pattern of
the surface effects is sinilar to the pattern of the linear
viscous rheology, but there are substantial quantitative dif-
ferences. The magnitude of the surface effects is in general
significantly reduced. The 180o phase shift between u" and u5

extends to scales up to about l='10H. The long scale at which
surface effects are substantially the same as the basal ano-
malies is shifted to on the order of l=50H. Any continuously
occurri-ng deformation associated with the mean unperturbed
flow will affect the effective viscosity distribution in the
non-linear ice. This further modifies the surface effect of
basal- velocity anomalies such that the difference between the
linear and non-linear patterns becomes even more pronounced.

The full paper has been published in the Journaf of claciology, Vo1.31
(1985), No.109, p.308-318.

Address of the author:
Dr. M.J. Balise
Geophysics AK-20
University of washington

seattle, wA 981-95, USA
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PROPERTIES OF THE SUBGLACfAL DRAINAGE SYSTEM OF THE

FINDELENGI,ETSCHER INFERRED FROM MEASUREMENTS OF

SUBGLAC]AL WATER PRESSURE IN BORE HOLES

R.A. Bindschadler and A. fken

Some conclusj-ons can be drawn fron the following observational
facts which refer to the upper ablation area of the glacier in
the early melt season:

The wateÄ leve1 was at approximately the same depth in 8

bore holes, connected with the subglacial drainage system.

fn May and June the water level ffuctuated around 70m below

surface; the maxj-mum ice depth in the considered area is
180 m.

Diurnal- variations became distinct in early June' with dai-
Iy maximum levels at mldnight. In contrast, the meltwater
flow from the thin (0.5m) loca1 snow cover is expected to
have a maximum in the early afternoon (Colbeck and Davidson'
19731.

- In general variations of water levels were synchronous an

different bore holes. An exception were two events of un-
usually hlgh water pressure, when the zone of high pressure
travelled slowly down-glacier.

The first of these facts is compared to the vrater pressure in
a large, straight, cylindrical channel near the bed for steady
conditions, calculated on the basis of the theory by Röthlis-
berger (19721. Assuming a discharge of 1 m3/s, typlcal values
of fl,ow law parameters for the ice (A = 5.8 107 Nm-2s1/3, n=3)

and a Manning-roughness-coefficient K = 1O m1l3J1, the water
pressure j-s found to be approxirnately equal to atmospheric
pressure. If such a channel existed 1n the vicinity of a bore
hole (and connected with it) the water 1evel in that hole
should either be lower than in the other holes or it should
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be strongty affected by the diurnal variations of water ffow
from the local snow cover (due to the large pressure gradient
in the conduit connectj-ng the borehole with the assumed large
cylindricat channef). It seems likely, therefore, that no

large, straight cylindrical channefs existed in the studied
area.

If the time 1ag between the daily maximum of neltwater input

frorn the focal snow cover and the naximum of water level in

boreholes were caused by considerable storage in not-inter-

connected side-arms of the (smafll basal conduits into which

the boreholes were dri1led, the synehr:onism of diurnal water

level variatlons in different boreholes woufd be difficult to

understand. We conclude that the observed water level varia-

tions were governed by rneltwater transport from the large

area upstream where the snow cover \itas still 2 to 3 m thick

and rel-eased the maximum of meltwater in the late evening'

The conclusions drawn here are compatible with the existence

of a dense network of interconnected, water-fiI1ed subglacial

cavities. The existence of the ]atter has been inferred from

the relationship of v/ater pressure and velocity of the glaci.e

(see abstract by lken and Bindschadler). The small subglacial

conduits, postulated here, may be a part of the cavity-net-

work.
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SEISMIC MAPPING OF A TILL AT THE BASE OF TCE STREAM B

Donald D. Blankenship and Charles R. Bentley

The recent availability of high resolution (greater than
250 Hz) digitally recordi-ng seismlc eguipment in the
Antarctic fiel-d environment has alfowed us to resolve a

previously unobserved subglacial phenomenon. This feature
is a thin (less than 10 m thick), yet reasonably continuous,
layer at the base of Ice Stream B in West Antarctica. Dis-
covery of the layer carne during the 1 983-84 austral summer

in a seismic reftection survey near the Upstream B field
canp (83 31 rS, 138 05rW).

Preliminary analysis of the travel times from a "wj.de angle"
reflection experiment qives a compressional r^rave velocity
for this layer of 1600 1100 rns-1and a shear wave velocity of
150 i10 ms-1; the thickness of the layer in the regi-on of
the experiment was 7.81 0.5 rn. Both the magnitudes and the
ratio of these two velocities are consistent witb other ob-
servations for saturated, porous, unconsolidated sediment.
The sedinent we have observed must certainly be classified
as t111.

Comparison with measurements of the seisnic velocitles in
other saturated unconsolidated sediments indicate that the
difference between the overburden pressure and hydrostatic
pressure (AP) within the layer is "small" (well betow 100
kN m-2 ). R.R. Alley (personal communicatj-on, 1985) and we

conclude from our observations that the ti.11 beneath Ice
Stream 8 is mobile, and that the occurrence of a rnobile til1
is fundanental to the dynamlcs of ice streams and to their
sedimentational environment.

Sone additional observations from the reflection profj.ling
done at near-vertical angles of incj.dence j-nclude:
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The surface of the till is smooth on a scale of hundreds
of meters paräl}el to ice stream flow and rougher trans-
verse to flow.

2. The botton of the till is generally rougher than the top
but is still relatively smoother paral1el to flow than
transverse to flow.

3. A feature that could possibly be a large (approxi-rnately

500 m wide) tilt-fi11ed flute appears on one of the pro-
files transverse to ffow.

These obsernätiorr= are consistent wi-th the exi-stence of
nob11e tlll.

Remark :

It is intended to subnit lhe paper to "Nature" in November 1985 (with
a slightly different title).

Address of the authors:

Dr. Donald D. Blankenhip
Prof. Dr. charles Bentley

Geophyslcal and Polar Research center
university of Wisconsin-Madison
Madison, WI 53706, usA
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DEFORMATION OF SEDTMENTS BENEATH GLACIERS

G.S. Boul-ton

Several experiments have succeeded in measuring the net lon-
gitudinal and three-dimensional- strain in sediments beneath
Breidarnerkurjöku11 in fcel_and. A very large proportion of the
forward movement of the glacier can be accounted for by the
deformation of these sediments. Changes in the degree of con-
sol-idation of sediments occur during their deformation and
can be correLated with local- changes in pore water pressure
and the pattern of strain in basal- ice. General changes in
deformatj.on rate, pore water pressure and glacier surface pro-
file occur in response to surface temperature changes.

The style of subglacial deformation produces characteristic
structures in the deformed sediment. Model_ling the deformatlo
process suggests that many glacier-generated landforms are the
product of subglacial deformation.

Address of the author:
Prof. G.S. Boulton
School of Envi.ronmentaL Sciences
University of East. Anglia
Norwich, NR4 7TJ / UK
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WATER FLOVü THROUGH A SURGING GLACIER;

VARIEGATED GLACIER, ALASKA

Melinda M. Brugmanl)

This study investigates the hydraulics of qlacler surge and

compares surge characteristj-cs to those of normal. non-surge
conditions. The glacier selected for observations is the
Variegated Glacier of Alaska" This glacier was chosen for
detailed dye tracing to comp.Iement ongoing projects and to
take advantage of the unusual opportunity to study a hydro-
logy that is intimately tied up with the mechanics of glacier
ftow instabilities. Dye injection experiments were made both
during the surge and after the surge had ended, despite diffi-
cuft and continually changinq field conditj-ons. Previous
studies i-nvolving dye traclng in water flowing through pipes'
surface channels and porous media are compared to these ex-
periments. Theoretical models of dye storage and dispersion
are developed and used to interpret experimentaf results. The

hope was that this study shed new light on glacier instabili-
ties, hydraulics, and the processes which are responsible for
the build up, maintenance and termination of glacier surge.

Address of the author:
Melinda M. Brugnan
Div. Geology & Paletary Sci.
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CA 91125, UsA

The fu11 paper is a PhD thesis, California fnstitute of Technology
(supervision: B. Kamb)

1) not present, paper sumarized by B. Kamb
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TRAPRIDGE GLACIER STUDIES 1969-85:
INTERFERENCES CONCERNING THE SURGE MECHANTSM

Garry K.C. CLarke

Trapridge Glacier is a sub-polar valley glacier, approximate-
1y 4.5 km long, that l-ast surged ca.1941. Since 1969, when
our field measurements began, a Large wave-l_ike bulge has
developed in the lower part of the glacier. This bulge is
located at the boundary between warm-based ice (upstream)
and cold;based i-ce (downstream). Upstream from the bu1ge,
ice veloci-ty has increased roughly five-fold since 1 969 and
downstream the velocitj-es remain negligible. In recent years,
the bulge profi-le has been propagating downstream at approxj--
mately 25 m year-1.

The transition from warm-based ice to cold-based ice does not
appear to obstruct sub-g1acial water fl-ow. In the warm-based
region we have measured fluctuating basal water pressures -
an obvious indication that water is not ponded there. Basa1
temperatures in the coLd-based region are below -1 oC and
holes dril-led there are watertight. Apparently an impermeable
layer of perrnafrost underlies this part of the glacier. From
these observations and from inferences based on other tempe-
rature measurements and. dye-tracing experiments, we conclude
that in the col-d-based lower zone water is flowlng through
unfrozen substrate lying beneath the permafrost layer.

fn the 45 years that have eLapsed sj-nce the last surqe of
Trapridge Glacier, substantial deglaciation of the 1 kn-2
receiving zone has taken p1ace. This deglaciated region com-
prises roughly 208 of the total glaci-er area, measured at
the completion of a surge; thus a substantial fraction of
the Trapridge Glacler substrate can be directly examined.
The most striking characteristic of this region i.s the spar-
si.ty of bedrock exposures. Thick till deposlts (exceeding
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13 m at one site) cover much of this deglaciated region and
bedrock outcrops are virtually non-existent. Together with
evidence that much of the substrate of Trapridge Gl-acier is
unlithified, numerous features indicate that the upper layers
of the substrate behaved as a slurry during the last surge.
The physical properties of the substrate are therefore likely
to be an important element in any explanation of surging. We

have measured various propertles of the substrate including
grain size distribution, volune fraction of coarse material,
plastic and liguid Iimits, rheological propertj-es of the
fine-grained matrix material, and fluid permeability. From
these assorted fj-eld and labroatory observations, we propose
a nechanism €o explain surging.

In addition to our specific study of Trapridge Glacier, we

have undertaken a regional study of 2356 norrnal and surging
glaciers in the Yukon Territory. By an analysis of the popu-
lation statistics of normal and surge-type glaciers in this
data set we have reached the following conclusions about sur-
ging: Long glaciers have a high probabifity of being surge-
type and short glaciers have a high probability of being nor-
ma1. The non-randorn geographical distribution of surge-type
glaciers is apparent not only on a global scale but on a
regj-onal one. Within the 55 Yukon drainage basins $/e ana-
lyzed, there is an extremely pronounced variation in the
concentration of surge-type glaciers. We have been unable
to identify an obvious environmental influence underlying
this geographical variation.

Remarks :

- Trapridge clacier results have appeared in Clarke et al. (1984),
Can. J. Earth Scl.

- The material on till properties is
to the Journal of Glacioloqy, I9a6

Address of the author:
Prof. carry K.C. Clarke
Dept. of Geophysics & Astronomy
University of British Colunbia
Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6T 1W5

being prepared for submissj-on
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INTERNAL HYDROLOGY OF ALPINE GLACIERS

AS INDICATED BY ME],TWATER CHARACTERISTICS

David N. ColIins

Discharge hydrographs recorded during the months of May

through September each year since 1970, and records of the
monitoring almost continuousfy throughout 1 2 nonths of each
year since 1978 of varj-ous measures of the physical and chem-

ical characteristics of meltwaters draining frorn Findelen-
gletscher and Gornergletscher, Canton Wal1j-s, Switzerland,
have beei examined with the i-ntention of using temporal va-
rj.ations of output characteristics of glaciers as indicators
of the behaviour of the internal hydrological systems through
which meltwaters have passed. Measurements of electrical con-
ductivity, pH, \,7ater temperature, dissolved oxygen content,
and in summer of turbidj,ty and suspended sediment concentra-
tion of meltwaters were undertaken- Inj-tia11y dilute sediment-
free meLtwaters produced at the surface of an alpine qlacier
acquire dissolved and particulate materials in varying quan-
tities according to the initial nature of the meltwaters,
hydrological pathways followed within the glacier and at the
bed, and the rate of transit, so that the portal meltstream
reflects the mixing in varyingi proportions and changing ab-
solute quantities through time of waters with differing
guality characteristics.

Periods of recession fl-ow occurring when ablation was greatl-y
reduced following summer snowfal-1" were analysed in detail, and

the depletion curves, separated into two or three sections
were used to calculate recession coefficlents from which esti-
mates of the volumes of water stored at the commencement of
depletion 1n a fast-draining reservoir and from a slower lin-
ear reservoir were obtained. In Gornergletscher, between 0.32
and 2.38 x 106n3 of water was stored in the linear reservoir,
with a range of 0.34 - 2.78x 106m3 of total storage.
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Temporal variatj-ons of elecLrical conductivity occur roughly
lnversely phased with those of discharge during rhythmic re-
peating diurnal cycles of ablati,on in summer. These variatlons
suggest that v/ater routeil slowly in smafl basal conduits and
through interlocking cavities in intimate contact with litho-
spheric materials acquires considerable solute content. During
times of generally 1ow water pressures in the glacier system
at night, water from this route contributes a larger portion
of the total- discharge, whereas during daiJ-y ablation, large
quantities of meltwaters from the surface pass without chemi-
ca1 enrichment quickJ.y through major conduits. A two-component
mixing-model, based on electrical conductivity measurements
permits separation of the proportions of discharge following
each of the pathways, and suqgests contrastlng patterns of
behaviour in basal hydrology beneath Findelengletscher and

Gornergletscher. The modef provides an indication of the net
change of chemically-enriched water held in basal storage'
but not of the total quantity retained. The proportions of
meltwater contributing the dilute and chemically-enriched
portions of total discharge calculated from the model are
strongly dependent on the value chosen for the conductivity
associ-ated with chemically-enriched meltv/ater.

Continuous recording of pH of meftwaters was undertaken in
order to examine processes of solute acquisition by meltwa-

ters and also, since diurnal variation is exhibited, as the
basis for a further mixing model. Minimum ilaily pH (maximum

hydrogen ion concentration) is displaced by a few hours be-
fore or after minimum elec!.rical conductivity, and i-n general,
hydrogen ion content of portal meft\^taters is at a minimum

during times of maxinum daify icetnelt runoff. This suggests

that snowmelt \^Iaters fron the glacier accumulation area and

from the icefree basin contribute an important proportion of
the solute-enriched component of flow. Dissolved oxygen meas-

urements indicate that meltwaters tend not to be equilibrated
with the atmosphere.

Address of the author:
Dr. David collins
Schoo} of Geography' University
Manchester M13 9P1 / U.K.
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MEDVEZHTY GLACIER BEFORE TTS SURGE

M.B. Dyurgerov

The surge of Medvezhiy Glacier, the Pamirs, occur once in 10

to 'l 4 years. Four of such surges were reliably registered:
in 1937, 1951, 1963 and 1973. During the last 20 years the
Medvezhiy Glacier has been permanently observed by the In-
stitute of Geography of the USSR Academy of Sciences.

Always and in the last years especially, \,re have been inter-
ested in'the fol-l-owing problems:
- how does the Medvezhiy Glacier differ from the neighbouring

glaciers not subjected to periodic surges;
- how and where does a new acti.vizati.on wave originate?
- how does the wave's front move and what is the veloci-ty of

lts movement and ffuctuations;
- what occurs to water in the glacier body and on the bed of

the river flowi-ng from under it and what influence has wa-
ter on the surging mechanims of the glacier;

- why does the time interval between surges vary, etc.

We have received answers to some of the guestions v/e b/ere con
cerned with.

G]acier hraves on Medvezhiy Glacier are engendered by its un-
usual structure and the structure of the vaLley contaj,ning it
The gently sloping tongue of the glaci-er (9 km long) dams the
steep, I km high ice fall. An unusually big ratlo between the
accumuJ-ation area and the ablation area of the glacier (reach
ing 4*5) and the vertical gradient of mass balance abnormally
big for the Pamirs hinder the ice frorn flowing smoothly from
the accumulation basin 122 km2 ) to the discharge area (about
5 kin2).

An actlvization wave originates under the 1ce fa11 just after
the end of a current surge. The wave moves dov/n the glacier
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with a velocity of several hundred neters per year. The velo-
city at the forefront of the wave reaches 3-4 m/d. The fore-
front of the wave rises above the surrounding dead ice by 50

to 60 m. Below the activlzation front near the boards of the
glacier the lakes are formed which outburst periodj-ca11y due
to the variations of glacier velocity.

Pulsations of water level in the glacier-nourished rj-ver
Khirsdara reach 1-4 m, while water discharges vary respec-
tively for 10 tines during several hours.

The movement of the actj-vizatlon front down the glacier gene-
rates a puJlsation regime of the runoff; the hydraulic system

at the glacier bed plays the rol-e of the trigqering mechani-sm

before the glacier surge.

It is difficult to find the cause of the disturbed periodici-
ty in the glacier surges from the observations conducted in
the actj.vization zone, i.e. on the glacier tongue. Recent in-
vestigations have revealed that the critical mass of 350 t 70

miflion tons should be concentrated in the accumulation area
bets/een the surges, which may serve as a predictive feature
of the next surge.

Address of the author:
M.B. Dyurgerov
Institute of Geography
Academy of sciences
staronosetny per 29

109017 Moscow, USSR

The paper was not presented at the workshop.
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MOTION OF JAKOBSHAVNS GLACIER AND

ITS RELATION TO SURFACE MELTI{ATER: PRELIMINARY STUDY

Keith Echelmeyer and V'lil1iam Harrj"son

Jakobshavns Gl-acier is a fast-noving outlet qlacier draining
a significant portion of the Greenland lce Sheet. Thls g1a-
cier extends into the ice sheet as a well-defined ice stream
for 70 km. The lower glacier moves at speeds of 22 m day-I
below the probable grounding zone, with a gradual decrease
inland into the ice sheet. This glacier moves at these speeds

continuously during the summer months. Such high speeds are
comparable to average vel-ocities observed on surge-type g1a-

ciers during periods of peak surge when basal sliding has

been shown to be the dominant flow mechanism. An j.mportant

guestion 1s whether or not the high speeds on Jakobshavns
Glacier are due to a large sliding contribution or some other
mechanism such as an ice-flow instabi-lity near the base, and,
j-f j-t is sliding, what causes these high slip rates?

In refation to this question .it is noted that several tempe-

rate glaciers show a marked increase in surface speed during
late spring - earJ-y summer when copi,ous quantities of melt-
water are produced at the surface. It is commonly believed
that this speed-up is due to an increase 1n basal sliding,
whj-ch is, in turn, related to an increased abundance of melt-
water reaching the bed and a ralsing of basaf water pres-
sures.

In this paper we present results from the study under way of
the seasonal variations in velocity of Jakobshavns Gfacier
made in 1 984-85 and thej-r relation to meltwater production
at the surface as determined by ablation measurements and sur-
face hydrological studies. If possible, a comparison of the
velocity fluctuations with moulin water pressure measure-
ments will be made. An overall picture of the surface veloc-
1ty field and i.ce temperature along the ice stream will
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also be given, along with some ideas on the ice streaming
phenornena.

As much of the observations work will be performed i-n the
spring and summer of 1 985, this report will necessarily be
preliminary in nature. It is hoped, however, that the re-
sults will give useful information on the presence or ab-
sence of a large, seasonall-y-dependent sliding component
and the relation lo water input at the bed.

Remark :

The preliminary results will be published in Progress Report to NSF, 1985

Address of the authors:

Dr. Keith Echelneyer
Prof. Will Harri-son
Geophysical Institute
University of A]aska
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701, USA
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DIRECT OBSERVATION OF BASAT, SLID]NG AND DEFORMATION

OF BASAL DEBRIS AT SUBFREEZTNG TEMPERATURES

Keith Echelmeyer and Wang Zhongxiang

The sllding of temperate gl-aclers over a cfean bedrock sur-
face has long been a subject of intense glaciological dj.scus-
sj-on. For an equally long time it has been unanimously as-
sumed that glaciers and ice sheets in which the basal ice is
at a temperature beJ-ow pressure melting do not slide. Even

those few studies which consider the more realistic (and the
most commonly observed in practice) case of a dirty, defor-
mabfe bed usual-ly depend on the presence of liquid water
within the deformable sediment to enhance deformatj.on, and

thus apply only to j-ce masses which are temperate (at least
at the bed).

In this paper we present direct observationaf evidence for
basal- slidj-ng and deforrnation of ice-Iaden debris at tempe-
ratures well below freezing, where no free water is avail-
able -

Observations rrrere made 1n a 70 m long tunnel excavated along
the base of the smal-l sub-polar-type Urumqi Glacier in the
Tj.an Shan, China. The bed consists of ice-laden debris (358

ice by weight), \"rith debris particles ranging in size from
clay to boulders 1 m in diameter. Basal temperatures ranged
from -2o to -5oC duringl the period of study at the locations
where movement measurements were made. Surface velocity was

10-15 mrn/day above the ice tunnel. Three modes of basal mo-

tion were observed: slidlng at a cfean ice-rock interface,
enhanced deformation of the basal ice-debris as a continuum,
and a motion along discrete "shear planes" within the basal
debri s .

Our observations of the sliding of clean glacier ice over a

large boulder embedded in the basaL debris indicate a s11d-
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ing rate of approximately 0.5 mm/day. Thi-s cornpares favora-
bly with that suggested by Shreve's (1985) recent theoreti-
cal- work if proper allowance is made for roughness measured
at very short wavelenqths (on the order of 1-10 rnm).

A vertical profile of deformation was rneasured within an ex-
cavated column adjacent to the tunnel. The upper 10 m of the
column was clean ice, the lower meter was i.ce-Iaden debris.
The effective viscosity obtained from these measurements
shows a marked reduction in viscosity within the debris. The

deformation of this weaker layer contributed approximately
708 of the overall glacler motion, as opposed to 15-20S if
the material properties $/ere comparable with the overlying
ice.

The third mode of motion in the basal zone, that of slip
across "shear planes" within the ice-laden debris, was found.
at several locations. Velocity discontinuities of several
mm/day were observed across bands approxi-mately 1 mm thick
(which was the limit of vertical resolution in the measure-
ments). More than one such "shear plane" was observed within
a vertical profile at one particular location, one belng at
the contact between relatively clean ice and the ice-laden
debris be1ow, and the others within the debris zone itsel-f.
A large portion of the overall glacier motion was concen-
trated along these "planestt.

Possible mechanisms for the observed phenomenon are discus-
sed, as wefl as inportant implications for the basa] bound-

ary condition in ice sheets and glaciers.

Remarks :

The paper was intended to be subnitted to:
- Journal of Glaciology, October 1985, and
- Journal of GläcioJ-ogy and Cryopedology, China, oktober 1985 (including

crystal fabric analysis of size)
Address of the authors:
Dr. Keith Echelmeyer
Geophysical Institute
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701, USA

Dr. lvang zhongxian
Lanzhou Institute of Glaciology
and Permafrost, Academia sinica
Lanzhou, china
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BASAL WATER PRESSURE IN A SURGE-TYPE GLACTER:

VARIAGATED GLACIER ALASKA

Hermann Engelhardt, BarcIaY Kamb'

Keith Echelmeyer and Wil-Liam D. Harrison

The relatlon beLween basal water pressure and motion of a

surge-type glacier has been studied in Variegated Glacier,
Alaska. During the field season of 1978-1 983, with the ex-
ception of 1981, a total of 64 deep boreholes were drilled,
mostly by a hot water drilling system supported i-n debris
laden ice by a cable tool driflinq technique. The boreholes
vTere concentrated at specific sites that were considered as

decisj.ve for revealing the basic mechanisms driving the surge

of a glacier. one site was near km 6.5 (measured from the
head of the glacier), where the summer velocities dramati-
cally increased over the years. Another site was at km 9.5,
where the s1j-ding speed was at a minimum and increaslng only
slowly from year to year and where the glacier was thicken-
ing at a relatively high rate in 1982. From direct observa-
tions of the basal condj-tions, from pumping experiments .in-
tended to test the water levels in boreholes, from the flow
of water in the boreholes, from dye injection experiments,
and from comparison of water pressure fluctuatlons in diffe-
rent boreholes located 10 m to 100 m apart from each other,
it can be shown that the boreholes used for water pressure
measurements did reach the gtacier bed and were hydraulical-
ly connected to the subglacial drainage system. The water
pressures that were measured continuously in the boreholes
by means of submerged pressure transducers are indicative
of the water pressures at the base of the glacier. The water
levels in the boreholes are highly variable in time. Very

strong water J-evel fluctuatlons of up to 200 m were repeat-
edly observed when waves of high water pressure swept down

through the glacier at speeds of about 400 m/h, accompanied

by waves of accelerated notion called minisurges and cor-
related with temporary upli-ft of the glacier. The characte-

lli*
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ristic tine dependence of minisurges with a sudden water
pressure increase, followed by a slow decay over 1-2 days,
was not observed during the surge. In 1982, the water pres-
sure measurements started when the glacier was already
building up surge speed in the upper reach of the glacier.
The water levels remained high in two boreholes at km 6.3
from June to Augtust, corresponding to basal water pressures
near ice overburden pressure. The reaction to the surge
abort on 26 June and the following surge pulses was visible,
but not very pronounced. rn the lower boreholes at km 9.5,
the basaf water pressure \r/as initially high, wildly fluctu-
atlng in July, and dropping to 16 bar below ice overburden
pressure by late JuIy and August. This partial surge in 1982

did not affect the lower glacier. The surge restarted in
midwinter 1982/83. At the beginning of the field season in
early May the upper part of the qlacier was already in full
surge. Water pressures at krn 9.5 were at j,ce overburden
pressure. Distinct water pressure peaks !^rere correlated
with observed motion pulses of the main surge. At the surge
termination on July 1983, the water level abruptly dropped,
reaching a new mean water level of about 30 m below the mean

l-eveI established during surge. From the \,rater pressure be-
haviour, and the condition of the glacier geometry and flow
near km 9.5, a trigger mechanism for the surge can be pro-
posed, based on the destruction of subglacial drainage chan-
nels in a reach of the glacier that is under highly com-

pressive flow. As a consequence of this reduced hydraulic
conductance, high water pressure can build up above this
bottleneck, so that ur, .rr"'r increasingi part of the upper
gl"acier is decoupled from the bed. This decoupled ice exerts
a force on the stll-l coupled ice down-glacier and eventually
propagation of the front occurs at speeCs of 60 to 100 m/d.
In the process the ice down-glacier is activated but not
over-ridden. Eventually the surge stops with a Iarge flood
of muddy water and a drop in subglacial water pressure.
These effects are apparently associated with the restora-
tion of a more normal drainaqe system' perhaps triggered
by the increasing abundance of neltwater at the glacier
surface.
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Remark :

Several papers on the topic will, be published in the Journal of Glaciology
in 1986.

Addresses of the authors:

Dr. Hermann Engelhardt
Institut für Geophysik
Correnstrasse 24
D-4400 Münster

Dr. Keith Echelneyer and
Prof, William D. Harrison
Geophysical Tnstitute
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701, UsA

Prof. Barclay Kamb
ceology Divisi-on 170-25
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, cAL 91125, USA
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SLIDING WITH CAVITATION

Andrew FowIer

A method for the solution of the Nye-Kamb sllding problem

with cavitation will be briefly presented. This method was

also described at Interfaken two years ago, but a nistake
in that analysis has been corrected: this is to do with the
nature of the singularities at the cavity ends.

As a result,' \,/e find that basaf stress first increases
with basal velocity u to a maximum, and then decreases to-
wards zero as u tends to i-nfinity. This is in keeping with
Lli-boutry's (1979) result for sinusoidal beds- The present

analysis is for periodic bedrocks with one hump per period
but results will be qiven for non*sinusoidal bedrocks having

more isofated humps.

Extension to more general beds seems to reguire some sort of
approximate discusslon along the lines of Lliboutry (1979)

and some discussion of this will be given.

It is also hoped to offer some preliminary descriptive view

of how a sliding law involving cavitation, and depending on

basal water pressure will affect vrave propagation, and in
particular, whether surges might be explained in this con-

text.

Remarks:

The following papers will be publj-shed:
- A sliding law for glaciers of constant viscosity in the presence of

subglacial cavitation, Proc. Roy. Soc. A' subnitted in September 1985

- Sliding with cavitation, Journal of Glaciology (?), to be submitted'

Address of the author:
Dr. Andrew Fowler
Mathenatical Iristitute
24-29 St. Giles
Oxford OX1 318, U.K.
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RESULTS OE CHEMICAL AND STABLE ISOTOPE ANALYSIS

OF THE lCE OF NIGARDSBREEN, W. CENTRAL NORWAY

J. Canpbell Genmell-

Analysis of najor cation and ö18O/6D content has been under-
taken on ice and water obtained in cavities under Nigards-
breen in conjunction wi.th observations on debris dj.stribu-
tion in the basal ice.

Results indicate the relative ease with which different
facies .r'nit= itt the glacier may be discriminated, including
the identiflcation of regelation ice and eg. incorporated
snow units.

Regelation ice provides sampJ-es of isotopic content lying on

an SLR line of gradient siqnificantly different from glaci-er
ice. The Frozen Fraction (s. JouzeI and Souchez, 1982) varies
widely from 10-90u, with a marked mean around 70? indicating
signifi-cant recycling of basal water. Its chemistry suggests
a competition between 'selective flushing' and bed-parallef
water flow systens invol-ved in the formation of regelation
ice. A basal sequence <1.5 m is observed with incl-uded cLear
units <0.4 m.

Further investigatlon on basal- ice crystalJ-ography in con-
juncti-on with isotopic 'fingerprinting' of origin, it is
hoped, should bri-ng us ,sti11 nearer to an understanding of
how the basal sequences r"/e observe form.

Remark :

The paper "origln of basal ice and composition on öo and 6tto *it, b"
publlshed in the Journal of claciology, early 1986 (?).

Address of the author:
Dr. J. CanpbeLl cemel1
Department of ceography
University of Aberdeen
Aberdeen AB9 2UF, Scotland
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FACTORS INFLUENCTNG THE DISTRIBUTION OF

ROCKY AND SEDIMENTARY GLACIER BEDS

Wilfried Haeberli

Lithology is thought to strongly influence hydraulic effeets
at the gfacier bed. Theoretical studies on sliding and cavi-
tation usually presuppose the existence of rigid/imperrneable
(rocky) beds, whereas observati-ons in nature indicate that
deformable/permeable (sedimentary) beds are, in fact, wide-
spread. To investigate whether a rocky or a sedimentary bed

is to be expected under a mountain glacier, a morphological
parameter study was carried out using a sample of well-docu-
mented glaciers in the Swiss AIps. Glacier bed characteris-
tics of these glaciers were inferred on the basis of evi-
dence (average conditions) from the glacier "vorfelds". A

limited number of subgrlacial investigations (seismic re-
flecLion, electrical- resistivity, drillings, tunnelfing)
indicate that this evidence may be representative for the
ablation areas of the considered glaciers.

Processes of glacier erosj-on and sedimentation are complex

and cannot be described in a simple way. The aim of the
study was therefore to find factors (or a combination of
factors) which have a predominant influence on the litho-
logy of glacigr beds. The most decisive point seems to be

the relatj-on between the input of debris from the surround-
ing slopes and the removal of sediments by the meltwater
stream. However, the quantities involved are not easily
determined and, hence, parameters have to be considered
which determine the ratio between the debris suppJ-y and

the transport capacity of the meltwater stream. In fact,
an i.ndex r = ahr/pr$t was developed which describes quite
welI whether a glacier rests on a predominantly rocky valley
floor (Aletsch, Gau]i). on a mixed rocky/sedimentary bed

(Findelen, Lang), or on hlgh, built-up morainic deposits
(Gruben, Rossboden). In the index formula, I is the length
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of the ql-acier tongue, ahr stands for the debris supply
(a = a factor indicating whether debris is furnished to the
ablation area as well as to the accumulation area, h. is
the mean altitudinal extent of surrounding rock walls) and
PFJbrepresents the transport capacity of the mel-twater
stream (P is estimated annual precipitation, F the surface
area of the glacier and J the inclination of the pro- and

subglaci-a1 meltwater stream., bfu1.6)). For obvious reasons,
such a simple rule is useful for predicting average condi-
tions rather than 1oca1 phenomena. rt is, however, note-
worthy that predictions of lateral variations as weff as

of changes along the direction of flow are real-j-stic i.f
averaged'over distances of 102 to 103 m.

Results of the study indicate that glacier beds consisting
of thick, non-consol-ldated morainic sediments may be more

common in mountai-n areas with a rugged topographic and a

dry (continental) cl"imate than in heavily glacierized mari-
time environments. The most important influence is exerted
by hr/F and Jb. With h./F varying between - and 0, all
transitions occur between a periqlacial debris cone and a

large ice cap resting on a rocky bed. fn fact, sedimentary
beds are often nothing else than glacially-deformed debris
cones. In a similar !/ay, fronts calving into lakes or into
the sea can be generally assumed to rest on sedimentary
beds, whereas steep glaciers cannot build up thick moral-
nic deposits. Given the transitional cl-imate of the Swiss
Alps, their rnoderately rugged topography and medium-sized
gJ-aciers, pure sedimentary beds or combined rocky/sedimen-
tary beds predominate. Deeply eroded rocky beds seem to be

the exception rather than the rufe for present-day glaciers
of the A1ps.

Address of the author:
Dr. Wilfried Haeberli
Versuchsanstalt für wasserbau,
Hydrologie und Glaziologie
ETH-Zentrum
cH-8O92 zürich
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VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS BENEATH 160 M OF ICE

AT BONDHUSBREEN, NORWAY

Ove Hagen, olav Liestdl, Gunnar dstrem.
Johan Ludvig Sol1id and Bjdrn wold

Slialing velocities have been measured in connection with
subqlacial investigations at Bondhusbreen, South Norway.

The glaci.er thickness was 160 m. Natural cavities, in whj.ch

measurements could have been nade dlrectly, were never ob-
served. C<5nsequently, artificial ice tunnels had to be melt-
ed out from subgrlacial water intake shafts connected to
rock tunnels under the glaci-er.

The sliding velocity rdas measured by three different methods:

1. The motion of screws fixed to the walls of the ice tunnels
were measured by means of a potentiometer-

2. Through a borehole from the underlyinq rock tunnel a flex-
ible rod was melted 2.5 rn into the ice. The rod was

rnelted out from an ice tunnel three weeks later and the
displacement and the bending could be measured directly-

3. A "dri.ft-anehor" rnelted into the ice close to the bed-

rock was connected to a steel wire through a borehole
from the underlying rock tunnel. The slidi-ng velocity
could be registered continuously by rneans of a potentio-
meter.

The neasurements were nade in two neighbouring localities;
no.1 located 16 m downstream and with 12 m height difference
compared to no.2. Both areas $tere located only 5 m from a

subglacial river channel. The terrain was relatively rougth

with a gradient of 30-35 degrees. The gradient of the cor-
responding qlacier surface was ca. 15 degrees. increasing
downstream. Hence' it is an area of extending glacier flow.
The surface ice velocity vtas 30-36 cm/d.
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Locality 1 was situated in a leevrard position of a 4 m hj-gh
rock waLl-. Measurements by the flexible rod showed that the
ice velocity v/as rather slorr/, increasing from 0.3cm/d 0.45m
above the sole to 0.95cm,/d 2.5rn above the sole.

At locality 2 the average sliding velocity durinq 60 days ln
the period May - July 1981 was measured with the drift anchor
to 8.6cm/d with daily fluctuations from 7.1 to 10.6cm/d. This
method gave the most reliable results as the measurements \,/ere

not j.nfluenced by the local plastic deformation connected to
the closing of the artificj-al ice tunnels.

When surveying the screws fixed to the wal-ls of the ice tun-
ne1s, it was difficul-t to separate sliding from deformati-on
of the j-ce tunnels. Holvever, these measurements also indica-
ted very small velocj-ties at locality 1 and a velocity of
about 5-1ocm/d at locality 2.

The sli-ding velocity of a boutder of about 0.3m3 volume,
observed in the upper part of the ice tunnel at locality 2

in January, could be cal-culated as the boul-der destroyed
a pressure gauge in Apri1. Durlng this period the average
velocj-ty was 4.1crn/d. The boulder was in contact with the
bedrock and moved over the same area where the anchor re-
corded 8.6cm/d in the period May - Ju1y.

An obvious relation between increasing water discharge and

increasing sllding velocity was observed. However, there was

no such rel-ation betweeh the slidlng velocity and the surface
velocity. Thls may be due to the fact that the surface velo-
city was not measured continuously, but at one day interval.s.
The surface was heavily crevassed, and crevasslng results in
great dai.ly irreqularities in the surface velocity.

The measurecl slidlng velocity was even, and no jerking rnotion
was ever observed. This was shown by continuous measurements

by the potentiometer in the ice tunnels and the wires up to
the glacier sol-e.
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The sliding velocity variatiens extended frorn zero to one

third of the surface veloci.t1," Consequentlyn ice masses j-n

leev;ard positions may easily be trapped and irecofle stagnant.

In spite of l-he great local va::j"al:ions of the ice velocity
close to ihe giacier sole'no fractur:es or: slip planes rlue

to shearing were ever obse::veC"

Addresses cf the authors:

Jon ove liagen and Gunnar gstrem and
John Ludvjg Sollid tsjdr:n wo]d
Dept. of Geography l'iorwegian water Resources
Box 1042 and Electricity Board
Blrndern, Oslo, Norway tscx 5ü91

Majorstua, oslo, NorwäY
()iav t,rsrÖi
Nörwegj,ari Potar Institute
Box 158
1330 oslo, Lufthavn, Norway
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MEASUREMENTS OF ICE MOTION OVER BEDROCK

AT SUBFREEZING TEMPERATURES

B. Hal-Let, C.E. Gregoryr C.W. Stubbs
and R.S. Anderson

Observations 1n subglacial cavities formed as Grinnell- Gla-
cier (Montana, USA) sl-ides over a ledged l-imestone surface
indicate that 1 ) minimum air temperatures in the caviti-es
reach several deqrees below zerol 2) basal- sliding, which
averages about 12 ma-l, slo\^/s and perhaps stops in the
vij-nter; and 3) rock is fractured and is entrained subgla-
cj-a11y. This has 1ed us natura]ly to address several
guestj-ons: Does motj-on stop when temperatures at the ice-
rock interface drop below the melting point? If not, how

does the glacier move over the frozen bedrock and what are
the irnplications for subglaci.al rock fracture?

Instrumentation was instalfed under 1 5 - 20 m of i.ce to
measure sliding rates and temperatures throughout the year.
An excavation extending about 1 m upqrlacier from a subqla-
cial cavity exposed abouL 1 m2 of the gentfy sloping stria-
ted bedrock. An array of thermistors precise to 0.02oC were
anchored to the glacier bed. The basal velocity was measured.

nearby with a wheel pressed against the ice roof of the
cavity.

During the 1 983-1 984 sedson the air temperature in the ca-
vity dropped to a rninimum of -3oC. Temperatures measured
wj-thin millimeters of the ice-rock interface dropped from
about OoC in October to about -1.2oC by early December. fn
late December al-1 thermistors showed a progressive warming
and reached approximately -0.20C by mid-July. After this
time, the temperature on a steep surface (upglacier di-p of
23o) facing the ice flow remained at -0.2ooc while that on
a gentler surface (upglacier dip of 70) continued to warm

to about -0.15oC. The tenperature difference between these
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surfaces was maintained throughout the summer.

The sliding velocity generally decreased from about 12 ma-1

in October to 10 ma 1 by December" This rate was maintained
until mid=May when it increased to a summer average of 13 ma

Based on measurements taken at intervals ranging from 2"5 to
36 hours the motion was uneven and, at times, intermittent.

These results indicate that ice continues to move over a

bedrock ledge at ternperatures that loca1ly are nearly 1 
oC

below the j-nferred nelting point. At this site, temperate
conditions rnay only exist during the summer, while the
measured temieratures reflected the varlations j-n stresses
due to ice flow over the uneven bed. The inferred stick-s1ip
motion of basal ice is consistent with expectalions of shear

tractions at the glacier bed sufficient for shear failures
to develop in the ice or at the ice-rock interface. Such

high shear stresses applied cyclically may contribute
importantly to the subglacial fracture of rock.

Address of the auLhors:

Prof. B. Hallet, C.E. cregory
c.w. stubbs and R.S. Anderson
Quaternary Research Center AK-60
Un.iversity of Washington
Seattle, WA 98195, USA
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MORPHOLOGY AND MOTION AT THE BED OF

A SURGE-TYPE GLACIER

W. Harrison, B. Kamb and H" Engelhardt

Observations of basal- morphology, basal- motlon, and of bore-
hole deformation were rnade in 1979 and 1980 in Varlegated
Glacier, Alaska. The glacier began its surge in Januaryr1982.
Most of the observations were made near km 7, where previous
surface observations had suggested a particularly rapi-d year
by year,increase of summer sliding, and in the vicinity of
where the surge r.ras finally j.nj-tiated. Borehofe-deformation
and surface-velocity data from hole VQ in 1980, and from
hole VD in 1979, in nearly the same location, show summer

speeds at the bottoms of the boreholes of 0.22 m/d in 1979

and 0.35 m/d in 1980. The measured internal velocity diffe-
rentj.al,0.37 m/d in 1979 and 0.39 m/d in 1980, corresponds
well with the surface velocities of 0.40 n/d i-n 1979 and

0.41 m/d in 1980 in early June, before the summer speed-up
occurred.

The most interestinq resul-t of the borehole work comes from
our efforts to observe basal motj-on directly, by means of
borehole TV, which is an extension of our earli-er method of
borehole photography applied to Bfue Glacier, V'/ashington.
During Lhe 1979 and 1980 field seasons on Variegated GIa-
cier, TV observati.ons lvere made at the bottoms of 6 bore-
holes that were drill-ed as deeply as possible by hot water
driIling, fol-lowed by cable-too1 drilling and sand pump

bailing. In all cases the hole bottoms consisted of rock
debrls, usually apparently loose; no bedrock was seen. In
one of the 1979 hol-es (VN), there was good evidence for
differential motion of 0.04 m/d between the hol-e and the
rock debrj-s. No such motion was observed in the other holes,
although in some cases irregul-ar motion, or "seethj-ng" of
the rock clasts rras seen. Because the motion of the bottom
of the hol-e was actualfy 0.22 to 0.35 m/d, as noted earlier,
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most of it must have been accommodated. at levels deeper than
we were able to dri1]. The most obvious conclusion is that
most of the accornmodation occurred. by deformation within an

acti.ve basal layer of rock debris (or "active subsoi-e drift")
although the existence of deeper ice, which would affect
this conclusion, shoui-d probably not be entirely discounted.

This tentative conclusion has profound inplications for the
mechanics of basal motion, because the processes involved
in deformation of subsole drift are totally different from
those in the sLj.ding of clean ice over undulating bedrock,
the model ugon which most glaciologists have focussed their
attention over the past 20 years. It is also possible that
the subsole drift plays a key role in glacier surqes. In
fact, the extremely large suspended sediment load dischar-
ged during the 1 982-1 983 surge seetns more compatible with
an active debris 1ayer, for example, than with relatively
clean ice over undulating bedrock.

Remark:

The paper will be publishedi-nthe Journal of Glacioloqy in 1986.

Addresses of the authors:
Prof. Wlllian D. Harrison
ceophysical Institute
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Fairbanks, Alaska 99701, USA

Dr. Hermann Engelhardt
Institut für Geophysik
correnstrasse 24
D-4400 Münster

Prof. Barclay Kamb
ceology Di,vision, 17o-25
California fnsti-tute of Technology
Pasadena, CAL 91125, USA
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GEOMETRY OF THE NEAR-SURFACE DRAINAGE SYSTEM

ON STORGLACIAREN, SWEDSN

Per Holmlund

Since 1981 a study of the internal- geometry of moulins and
their internal connections has been in progress on Strogla-
ciaren. The project involves a number of different approaches
including mapping of structures exposed at the glacier sur-
face, water pressure measurements in moulins and borehoJ-es,
and dye-trace str:dies. In this paper only the moul-j-ns and
their cänections with the deeper parts of the englacial
drainage system wj.l-1 be discussed.

Moulins are important for a number of reasons. Perhaps the
most significant of these is that they are one end of an
otherwlse virtually unknown engJ-acial water system. As

moulins form, evolve, and eventually become inactive, so
must the englacial water systen change.

The initial conditions needed for formation of moufins are
crevasses and a supply of meltwater. Water pouring into a

crevasse may fill it until j-t overflows at the lowest point,
which is normally near the margin. Ho\,/ever, as crevasses
deepen, they eventually intersect englacial channels, so
water can flow along the crevasse and then into the channel.
Itlhen the crevasse closes, viscous dissipation in the water
keeps the connection open and a moulin is formed.

More than one moulin can form in a given crevasse. Inj-tiaf-
ly, these moufins wj-I1 have hydraulic contact. However, as
the channel bottorn mel-ts down, the \,rater f low may intersect
new englacial channel-s and devel-op connections with diffe-
rent parts of the drainage system.

The englacial- channels are assumed to be part of a dendri-
tic system such as that described by Shreve (1912). Tlne
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initial channefs intersected by the crevasses are probably
finger-tip tributaries in this system, but they would be

rapidly enlarged by melting' utilizing mechanj-cal energy
released by the descending water.

The mouli-ns in the area investigated are normally 30-40 m

deep and have a distinct bottom. Descents into moulins'
and mapping of structures exposed at the surface after many

years of melting, demonstrate that the drainage channels

leadi-ng down from the bottoms of the moulins have incl-ina-
tions of 0 to 45 deg. These channels trend in the direc-
tion of the original crevasse, but appear to be deeper than
the expected'depth of the crevasse. They have not, even at
depths of 50-60 rn, become normal to the equipotential planes

described by Shreve.

Remark :

A paper "Internal Geonetry and Evolution of Moulins on storglaciaren,
lloittr"tr sweden,, will be published in Geografisker Annaler or Journal
of Glaciology in earlY 1986

Address of the author:
Per Holnlund
Dept. of Physical Geography
University of stockholm
s-10691 Stockholm
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SEASONAL AND SPATIAL VARIATIONS IN
SURFACE VELOCITY, STORGLACfAREN, SWEDEN

Roger LeB. Hooke, Per Holmlund, Peter Calla
and Mats Nifsson

Surface velocj-tles have been measured for the past 3 years
on a network of 32 stakes covering a large fraction of Stor-
glaiären. Surveys have been made every 7 to 10 days from late
May through early September and every 6 to 8 weeks during the
winter months.

An j-ncrease j-n horizontal velocity is observed durlng the
summer at al-l- stakes, but the pattern of the acceleratlon
varies considerably from year to year in response to varia-
tions in \,leather. The acceleration is greatest, however, .in
the lower part of the ablation area, where maximum weekly
vefocities can be double the winter velocity, and deereases
progressively up-glacier. In the accumufation area summer

vefocities are only about 209 higher than winter velocities,

The peaks in horizontal velocity usually coincide wj-th or
are slightly preceded by peri.ods of high temperature and/or
raj.nfall. Ho$/ever, not all peaks in temperature or rainfalf
result in measurable acceleration. Discrepancies are nore
common late in the season, after the subgrlacial- hydraulic
system has adjusted to the higrher summer discharge.

Measurements of water pressure in boreholes that are be-
lieved to have reached the glacj-er bed do not show a good

one-to-one correlation with periods of high surface ve1oc1-
ty. In 1983 the period of highest water pressures occurred
in late August and early September, and resulted in a 25?

increase in velocity, whereas another period of not-gui-te-
so-high r/rater pressures in late July resulted in a 50? in-
crease.
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fn regions of "normal" bed topography, verti.cal velocities
do not reveal any systematic pattern of changes over the
sunmer. However, in a region of marked overdeepenj-ng, a

pattern of increasingly upward vertical velocities occurs
each summer, with the maximum normally reached in early
August.

The contributlon of vertical extension over the ice thick-
ness to the vertical velocity can be estimated using strain
nets at the surface, and assuming a reasonable variation in
longitudinal and transverse strain rate with depth. By sub-
tracting this contributlon from the vertical velocity and

maki-nq the t'urther assumption that cavities at the glacier
bed are of negligible size at the beginning of the melt sea-
son each year, cavity size can be estimated as a function of
time. Mean cavity sizes, averaqed over the area of the bed

beneath a given strain net, range from about 100 to about
500mm. The largest cavities are on or just down-glacier from
areas of steeper bed slope. Crude estimates of the total
cavity volume under the glacier, obtained from these meas-

urements, yleld values on the order of 3.5x105 m3. Such

values are consistent with other estimates of water storage
beneath glaciers of simil-ar size.

Remark :

An extended paper will be published probably in Geografisker Annaler,
I^Tinter 1986.

Address of the authors:

Prof. Roger LeB. Hook
Per HolnLund
Peter Calla
Mats Nilsson
Departnent of Physical Geography
University of Stockholn
5-113-86 Stockholm, Sweden
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THERMAL BALANCE IN SUB-GLACIAL WATER

Nei.1 F. Humphrey

The temperature of stream vr'ater energing from beneath gla-
ciers is Less than would be predicted by an application of
a basaL conduit flow model, such as that of Röthlisberger
(19721, Nye (19761 or Spring and Hutter (1981), and a bulk
vr'ater temperature heat transfer eguation. This discrepancy
has been noted for outburst ffoods by both Nye (1976) and

Sprlng and Hutter ( 1 981 ), where both employed a heat-trans-
fer coefiicient type equation. Data from the Variegated
G1acier, Alaska, for a range of discharges also i.mplies
more efficient heat t.ransfer from the water to the ice than
calculated using a heat-transfer coefficient. The enhanced
heat transfer may be a resull of either incorrect assump-
tions of flow geometry, or a result of the assumed appro-
ximation to the heat balance equation which leads to the
simple heat transfer eguation.

In this paper the correct heat transfer eguation is derived
for a seff-heated flui-d flowing in a constant diameter con-
dult through its own sofid under laminar flow condltj-ons.
The analysis is based on an energy balance for the fluid
which includes the viscous dissipation terms. The result is
shown to be both conceptually and computationally different
than a typical engineering heat transfer equation and it
yields a 3 times greater heat transfer for a given water to
ice temperature difference. The analysis is extended to in-
cl-ude conduits of variable diameter, which are shown to be
stable against sma11 perturbations and hence wifl be smooth.
The decay of perturbations in the conduit diameter occurs
princj.pally by geometricafly imposed constrictions and di-
lations in the isotherm pattern and resulting variation in
the temperature gradient at the wal1. Secondary effects are
associated with the advectlon of heat downstream from where
it is generated, and with the variations in wa11 temperature
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associated r,7ith perturbation induced pressure varj-ations at
the wat.er-ice interface. An attempt is made to extend the
analysis to the turbulent fJ-ow reqime.

Sub-gIaciaI flow systern models, whi-ch include constrictj-ons
in the water flow due to the interaction of the bed rough-
ness and the straining ice, require thp determination of the
pattern of melting and water production. For low Reynolds
number flow, up to the transition region betrrteen laminar and

turbulent flow, the thermal- energy equation can be reasonably
approximated by assuning IocaI dissipation of heat. In the
extreme turbulent flow typical of outburst floods it nay be

possible to'use an increased coefficient in the standard
heat transfer equation.

Address of bhe auEhor:

Nell F. Hwphrey
Geophysics Program AK-50
University of washington
Seattle. WA 98195, USA
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THE RELATION OF SUBGLACIAL WATER PRESSURA AND SUR,FACE

VELOCITY OBSERVED AT THE FINDELENGLETSCHER,

SIVfTZERTAND

Almut Iken and Robert A. Bindschadler

i{ater pressure was recorded in 8 bore hol-es which had con-
nected with the subglacial- drainage system. The boreholes
had been drill-ed to the glacier bed in the upper ablation
area. In the same area the surface velocity of the glacier
was measured at 4 transverse stake profiles several tlmes
daily. The water levels in different boreholes were at about
the same depth below surface. The varj.ations of water l-evel
ln the borehol-es correlated well with the variations of
surface velocity.

Particular features of the combined data are:

The functional relationship of water 1eve1 and sur-
fac vel-oci-ty v/as distinct even at water .levefs as
fow as 80 m below surface. (The maximum ice depth
in the studied area is 180 m).
During the 5 weeks of records in May and June I 982

the functional relationship di.d not change signifi-
cantly.
A plot of basal water pressure (abscissa) versus
glacier surface veloci.ty has a horizontal tangent
at - very appröximately - atmospheric pressure.

From these results the foll-owing conclusions are drawn:

From (a): The basal water pressure affected the sliding
veloclty of the glacier by the mechanism of for-
nation of subglacial cavities on an undulating
and essentially undeformable bed. (other hypo-
theticaf mechanisrns would regui-re a higher basal
water pressure than that which corresponds to a

ta)

(b)

(c)
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depth of water level of 80 m).
Frorn (b): During the 5 weeks of records the extent of the

interconnected cavity-network did not change
s ignificantly.

From (c): The "separation pressure" j-n the studied area rrlas

approximately equal to atmospheric pressure. Assu-
ming a certain model of the glacier bed, a "bed
roughness" and the "critical vrater pressure for
unstable sliding" can be inferred.

Some data obtained in other seasons will also be discussed.

Remark :

The fu]l paper has been publj-shed in the Journal of Glaciology, Vol.32
(1986), No.110, p.101-119.

Addresses of the authors;
Dr. Almut Iken
Versuchsanstalt für Wasserbau,
Hydrologie und claziologie
ETH-Zentmm
CH*8092 Zürich

Dr. Robert A. Bindschadler
Code 671, ocean and Ice Branch
Lab. of Atmospheric Sciences
NAsA/coddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771, USA
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RESU],TS OF RECENT FTELD hIORK

ON THE FINDELENGLETSCHER

(Poster Session)

A. Iken, R.A. Bindschadler and M. Brugman

In May and June 1 985 investigations were carried out on the
Findelengletscher with the following aims:

Determinati-on of the relationship of basal water pressure
and velocity of the glacier after a major ice advance.
Cornparilon with the relatj-onship found during the advance.
Direct measurements of vertical strain in a borehole in
order to separate ice deformation from basal water storage
in an analysis of variations of vertical vefocity.
Tracer experlrnents (see abstract by Brugrnan et aI.)
Extraction of ice samples from the bottom of borehol-es
for an examination in the J-aboratory.
An attempt to measure the sliding velocity at the bottom
of a borehole with an ultrasonic sonde,
Inclinometer measurements.

Addresses of ttle authors:
Dr. Almut Tken
Versuchsanstalt für Wasserbaü,
Hydrologie und Glaziologie
ETH-Zentrum
CH-8092 Zürich

Melinda M. Brugman
Div. Geology & PLanetary Sci.
California fnstitute of Technology
Pasadena, CA 91125, UsA

Dr. Robert A. Bindschadler
code 671, Ocean and Ice Branch
Lab. of Atmospheric Sciences
NASA/Goddard Space Ftj-ght Center
creenbelt, Maryl"and 2O77I, üSA
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AN OBSERVATIONALLY BASED MECHANISM OF GLACIER SURGING

Barclay Kamb

Measurements made on Variegated Glacier, Alaska, before and

during its 1 982-3 surge lead to a model of the surqe necha-

nism in which the basal water-transport system of the glacier
in the surging state is fundamentally changed from the system

that operates in the normal-, non-surgj-ng state- The mechanism

has two main features: 1. The high speeds of ice motion are
due to rapid basal sliding caused by high pressure in the
basal watersystem. 2. The high water pressures are built up

and naintained in a water conduit systen that consists of
numerous l-ee-side basal cavities, distributed across the

width of the glacier bed, and linked to one another by narrow

bed-sofe gaps that act as hydraulic orifices, controllingt
the basal water flow from cavity to cavity. This "linked-
cavity systern" contrasts greatly with the system of one (or

at most a few) Iarge basal tunnel(s) that carries the water

at the base of the glacier in the normal state. A physical
model is developed of the linked-cavity system, analogous to
Röthli-sberger's model of the tunnel system, and based on a

detalled mechanical calculation of the sol-e-bed separation
process in basal cavitation and the effect of frictional
melting on this process. Separate steady-state calculations
are made for two types of cavities that are physically dis-
tinct in the nature of the mixed-boundary-value problern that
must be sol-ved in analyzi4g the cavitati-on process: (i) "step
cavities", in the lee of downstream-facing bedrock steps'
and (ii) "wave cavities", formed on the lee slopes of smooth

bedrock waves without nick points. The calculations show

that a linked-cavity system with realistic parameters re-
quires much higher $rater pressures than does a tunnel system

at water-flux leveIs observed during surqe. Furthermore, in

a 1j-nked-cavi-ty system the basal water pressure q{is an in-

creasing function of the water discharge Qry, in contrast to

a tunnel system, for which the relatj-on between PP and Qp is
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inverse. Step cavities and wave cavities have Pp-vs.-Qry
curves that differ signlficantly, but share the feature of
being direct relations between Pp and Qp. The i.nverse rela-
tion for tunnels is responsible for the well-known instabj.-
lity of a multiple-tunnel- system to growth of larger tunnels
at the expense of smaller ones, causing evolution into a

single-tunnel system. The linked-cavity system, because of
its dj-rect flux-pressure rel-ation, is stable against this
type of degeneration, and can therefore persist as a net-
work of many small conduits, maintaininq the hi-gh basal water
pressure. The s.tability of the linked-cavity system is, how-

ever, limj-ted by a dimensionless stability parameter, rf,
proportioria:r Lo ufi/zh7/16 0)/vflr(Zt-ywft/2M-1, where o6 is
the hydrauli-c gradient, h the orj-fice step height, n the
effective ice viscosity, v the sliding velocity, PJ the ice
overburden pressure, Pp the water pressure, and M the Man-

ning roughness. Forü50.8, the linked-cavity system is
stable, whereas forü ) 0.8, an unstable transition to a

tunnel system occurs. Within the framework of the mode},
what determines the surging vs, non-surging behavior of a

glacier is the Ü value assumed by i-ts basal water system
under the range of refevant conditions from wintertime
through the spring transition to summer. The circumstances
for onset and development of a surge are analyzed by con-
sj-dering tine trajectories of a point representing the basal
water system in the Ow, Pw plane, in relation to the cafcu-
lated Piar-vs.Q1g curves for the tunnel- system and the l-j.nked-
cavity system. In these trajectories, transj-ent behavior
pl-ays an inportant rol-e.'

Remark:

Thd paper will be published in Journal of ceophysical Research, 1986

Address of the author:
Prof. Barclay Kamb
Geology Division 170-25
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CAI 91-125, USA
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VELOCITY VARIATIONS AT THE TERMINUS OF COLUMBIA GLACIER

R.M. Krimmel

The vefocity of the lower half-kifoneter of Columbia Glacier
has been measured with da1ly resolutlon for the periods
January 7 to April 17, 1983; July 26 to November 17, 1983i
January 20 to March 28,1984; and June 5 to October 14,1984
through the use of seguent 35-mm photography. The position
of the cafving terminus was simifarly measured, and precipi-
tation and runoff were recorded aL nearby stations. The main

stream veldcity during the perlod JuIy 26 to November 17'
1983 ranged from 6-11 m/day. There was a qeneral velocity
increase during that perlod, probably in response to a de-
crease in longitudinal compressive stress as the glacier
became shorter due to calving and to a decrease in effec-
tive pressure at the bed due to thinning. Shorter term
variations, up to 4 n/day in 5-10 day perlods, appear to
be refated to hydrologic events. The velocity field during
the same period was falrly coherent over the studied region
with variations occurring simultaneously throughout. During
the January 20 to March 28, 1984 period mainstrearn velocity
was typically 14 n/day, nearly double that during the winter
of 1983. During the summer of 1984, velocity was typically
13 m/day. There was a greater spatial varlability in veloc-
ities in the summer of 1984 than in the surnmer of 1983'
probably a result of a general thinning over the year's
time and greater flow response to the bed configuration.

Remark :

The paper will be published ln U.S. Geological Survey Prof' Paper Serles
in spring 1986.

Address of the author:
Dr. Robert M. Krimnel
U.A. Geofogical Survey
Suite 450, 1201 Pacific Avenue
Tacona, l.",iA 98402, USA
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OBSERVATIONS ON HYDRAULIC AND THERMAL CONDITIONS

AT THE BED OF MATANUSKA GLACIER, ALASKA

Daniel E. La\,/son

Hydraulic and related thermal conditions at the bed of Mata-
nuska Glacj-er interact with physical conditions to produce
spatially variable modes of ice movement, sediment entrain-
ment, and outflow of subglacial water at the terminus. These

variations were defined by the direct observation and meas-

urement ,of temperature and flow, and indirect evidence from
interpretation of related data on the physicaf and chemlcaf
properties of the glacier's basal and englacial zones. These

Iatter data included analyses of grain size' air content'
debris distribution and characteristics, conductivity' major
anions and cations, and stable isotopes.

rn areas of basal sliding motion, the ice/bed interface
temperature varies from the pressure-melting (P-m) point to
just below the p-m point, while near the terminus, the ice
appears frozen to the bed, with subglacial materiafs frozen
to an unknown depth.

The parts of the bed that are just below the p-m point
appear to be dj-stributed in irreqular patches and are
locations where subglaciaf water is freezing to the active
sole and creating new basaf ice while entraining subglacial
sediment. Ground water ffowing within subglacial materiaf
or at the ice/bed interface is the primary water freezing
to the sole. It is geochemically distinct from either the
glacier ice or meltwater, al-though seasonal- variations in
water chemistry result from the volumetric changes in the
different sources of meftwater production. Clear ice formed
by freeze-on occurs as thin sheets, irregular pods or len-
ses, and as an interstitial component of sediments frozen
to the sole.
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Water dj-scharging at the active ice margin flows in foun-
tains. The frozen bed beneath the terminus is also con-
tinuous with frozen sediments and stagnant glacier ice
composing the terminal moraine that abuts the active ice
margln. These frozen materials are essentially impermeable
and the "dam" created by the frozen moraine apparently
forces channelized subglacial flow of water to meft tem-
porary conduits within the basal zone ice. These conduits
in turn feed the water fountains that occur on the 1ce
margin. The largest fountains usually are located within
topographic lows of the glacier bed, occurring in the
same vicinity, but not the same location, from year to

Fountain discharge shows seasonal variations, w.ith dis-
charge gradually decreasing as temperatures fall until it
generally ceases after freeze-up in early winter. Outflow,
however, usually resumes by mid-winter. Icing or aufeis
develop on ice or sediments of frozen stream beds and
extend away from the active lce margin. These seasonal
changes in discharge suggest that ground water is stored
at the glacler bed within any unfrozen subglacial material,
cavitles, and the englacial conduits during early to mid-
winter, after meltwater production has stopped and ground
water flow toward the glacier bed has also decreased. Wj-nter
discharge at the ice margin only resumes after the effectlve
water tabfe beneath the glacier increases in height suffi-
ciently to "overtop" the impermeabfe moraine. This postufa-
ted seasonal period of sti]l-water rnay be very conducive to
freeze-on of water in subglaclal cavities and sediments.

Advance of the ice margin in winter is conmon and may be
facil-itated by this stored water. Shearing and compressional-
over-thrusting occur along apparent planes of weakness in-
cluding bedding planes and ice-poor layers within frozen
subglacial materiafs, and at the interface between frozen
sediments and ice newly incorporated onto the glacier sole,
and unfrozen saturated sedirnents beneath it. Frozen sur-
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ficiaf sediments are oflen deformed by thrusting, while
subsurface sediments and stagnant ice masses in the terrni_
nal moralne may be shoved ahead of deforming ice befow the
ground surface.

Address of -rhe author:
Dr. Daniel E. Lawson
USA/CRREL
72, Lyne Rd.
Hanover. NH 03755-1290. USA
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SUBGLACIAL WATER FLOW AND WEST ANTARCTIC ICE STREAMS

C.S. Lingle and T. Brown

Pofar ice streams may be surface expressions of subglaci-al
water fl-ow. The mode of this flow is Ij.kely to be dependent
on whether alf of the water originates at the bed from the
heat of sli-ding and geothermal heat, or whether a signifi-
cant portion originates at the surface and subsequently de-
scends to the bed. Weertman (1972) has shown that in the
former case, modified sheet flow is }ikely to be the dj.s-
charge mechänism, while in the fatter case Röthlisberger
(1972) conduits may be a primary discharge mechanism for
meltwater originating at the surface- fn either case, the
mode of flow for water originating at the bed may afterna-
tively be a network of Lliboutry (1968) water-fill-ed cavi-
ties on the downstream sides of obstacfes which interconnect
via a thi,n fifm.

In the Ross Sea sector of West Antarctica, where there is no
surface ablation, all of the subglacial- water beneath the
ice streams can be considered to orlginate at the bed. If
the mode of discharge j-s assumed to be modified sheet-f1ow,
as suggested by Weertman (1972 ), the average thickness of
this sheet can be calculated as a function of the heat of
sliding, the geothermal heat f1ux, the pressure gradient and
the geometry of the ice ffow-band (e.9. Budd and Mclnnes,
1918).. A basal sliding relption can then be constructed
which relates the slidlng velocity to the average thickness
of the subqlacial fi1m, by us.ing the rnethods of Weertnan
(1964, 1969, 19721 , WeerLman and Birchfield (1 982), and

the experimentaf results of Budd et al. (19791. The sliding
relation can be cafi-brated to the balance velocity (Iess
the calculated deformational velocity) for ice streams that
are approximately ln mass balance, or to the measured sur-
face vefocity if that quantity is known.
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Work is in progress to construct a basaf sliding rel-ation-
ship for ice stream B, !,rhere field measurements are no\{

being made by R.A. Bindschadler (in press), I.M. Whi1lans,
D.R. MacAyeal, S. Shabtaie, D. Bfankenship and others.
Ultimately an attempt wifl be made to construct a time-
dependent ice stream rnodel that explicitly includes the
effect of subglacial rvater on sliding veloclty. Prelimi-
nary results wi]1 be presented.
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A DISCUSSION OF ROBIN,S .'HEAT PUMPII EFFECT

BY EXTENDING NYE I S MODEL FOR THE SL]DING
OF A TEMPERATE GLACIER

Louis Lliboutry

Nye's model (no bottom drift, no ice-bedrock separation,
impervious and dry ice wj-th a uniform viscosity q ) , and its
asymptotic solutlon for an afmost flat microrelief, have
been modified by taking into account the water content and
the permeability of ice. The fatter, that i.s due to three-
grain capillary veins in all directions, 1s assumed to
obey Darcy's law, the pertinent pressure being the mean

pressure -oo. The flux of water per unit area and time is
k grad o., with k:10-12p2s-1p6-1(knr> 10-3Darcy). Since
most of the water is found as dj-sks perpendicular to the
fargest principal pressure ( 1 ), the pressure governing the
temperature T within the ice is assumed to be this largest
pressure; i.e., for a plane probfem, T denoting the effec-
tive shear stress la1 - o3l /Z:

T = C- (o -r)rl u

Define the bed profile as:

2t -do . rb^
I = | a coslr,:x+ö(tr)lY, with a2 = ---::mJo 0/1 rr; * oJ*

For a single Fourier component q = a cos olx:

pi + oo = 2 f U -O 12 e-" sin urx, r = 2 rt U aO co3 z e-o=

The melting rate at the interface is:

aT\ -- ar\ I '-'
a.l ^ - Kb a=/ ^ | = -:-=u ao '3[Ki + (Ki+Kb)sin ux]

' z-+{J / z=-g '

(2<a<4; field
value:2.36)

rlLlv
PL L"I
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Thus, a regelation layer forns, and increases with tirne
desplte its Iocal fluctuations in thickness.. (The heat
produced by viscous dissLpation, a second orderi effect,
is neglected; therefore, this holds for slow sliding only).
In spite of this qeneral trend, t.he clas.sical calculation
should remain approximately va1id. For the fu11 spectrum,
the mean drag is found to be:

The baLancd of water at the interface reads:
@

z n u![r - 
c*(K-i*Ku) 

I l" ,r"ir('**61de -
lL Pl' l{o "A

C-K.
Since "l; i = O.67 x 10-15m2s-1eJ1, and K5 =K1r the term in k ispL

largely predominant. Thus water formed by pressure melting
fl-ows into the ice, and the regelated water has come out from

rb =luo*m] with 2(r)* _ pL 2- Z n-c-iKt-Kbt ' *1 =
nt2

2 cr,sln /2(a-3ll

ra, I

'Ai
c^Kt I:lau)iJL J P'-9:=.=

the ice: no water film at the interface should exist.

Wj-thin the ice, the variation of water content w with ti-me

is, in the steady state:

. .. äw C*Ki

" = u ää = - -Iplt rap't, since lapoo= 0 for a Newtonian

viscous body. Foi a sine profile:

aw _ CrKi .- _ 4^-uJzt.
a" - Pr' 2 n an ur-e *'(2-uz\

Heat transfer makes the water content increase i-n the bot-
tom layer uz < 2, up to some maximum value for which the model

is no longer vafid.

V'lhen al-f wavelengths are considered, putting 6xz = Z, aod,

either o/tl* = u or oJz = tr it is found:
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Ki +K5
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,,4-o/2
_ (2_uZl €uz du =I +U-

t ,I/2
_ xtr i0*\ -ct/2-3- x, +Kn \ur7i / L #(z-t)etdtI

It can be shown that for z + 0 this quantlty becomes infinite
as za/2-3 , and that for large values of z it becomes nega-
tive, vanishing at infinity as zd/2-5. The precise vafue for
which it changes sign, i.e. the thickness of thg "soaked"
bottom 1ayer, has not yet been computed.

Conclus ions

At l-ow velociti-es, when the viscous dissipation of heat
can be neglected, refreezing is larger than pressure mel-
ting, and the regelation layer increases continuously.

2. No water fil-m should exlst at the interface: water goes
in and out the ice, owing to the permeability of the
latter. Therefore, dissolved substances from the bed
should be found in the bottom layers.

3. Assuming a Newtonian viscosity, the suggestion by Robin
(3) that local patches of dry, cofd ice shoufd form at
the bottom of a temperate val1ey glacier is not confirmed.
On the contrary, the water content in the bottom layer
increases, indefinitely according to the model.

We may ask whether a more reafistic third-power law vlsco-
sity gualltativel,y changes this resul-t. For non-Newtonian
flow lap oo is not zero, and io is then qoverned by k J-ap oo.
(AIso the lowering of the viscosity with water content (4)
has to be introduced),

Does a bottom wet layer form in a cold ice-sheet where, atthe
start, meJ-ting point is reached at the lower boundary only?
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In this case the water due to viscous di.ssipation of treat
shoufd be carried away by the bottom i-ce, and the pending
question on how it drains off (water conduits, sheet ffow..)
would be a faLse problem.

Refererices:

(1) Nye and Mae, J. clac., 11 (1912), p.81-101
(2) Benoist. J. clac., 23 (1919), p.57-66
(3) Robin, J. Glac., 16 (7916), p.183-196
(4) Lliboutry and Duvaf, Annales Geophysicae, 3 (1985),p.2A't-224.
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WEATHER CONTROL OF BASAL LIOUID ZONES AND SPEED

OF COLUMBIA GLACTER

L.R. Mayo and D.C. Trabant

Five distinct basa] cavj-ly systems at Colurnbia Glacier are
produced by a combination of weather and glacier flow. At
high altitude, there are no liguid sources, so there is no

water and possibly no cavities. Lov/er, the fast-ffowing main
ice stream velocity varies J-nversely with liquid available,
indicatlng a complex conduit system. Sufficient water j.s

available in mid-winter by firn drainage and basal melting
to maintain a few tunnels. However, the fast sliding probabJ-y

produces areas of linked-cavities fike surging glaci"ers (Kamb

and others, 1985) interspersed with the tunnel system. At the
margin of this fast-rnoving ice stream, ice dammed lakes i-n-
dicate that a blocked cavity system exists. In the slower
flowj-ng major trlbutary ice streams normal tunnels probably
exj-st . Along the narrow margin of the glacier, a zone of
alr-fil-led cavities and water tunnels occurs. Basal water
at Columbia Glacier has not been observed by boreholes.

Monthly precipitation, raj-nfalI, ablation, basal melting by

frictional dissipation, and Iiguid storage near the surface
are calculated for all altitudes of the glacier to determine
the liguid avai.lable at the bed. Glacier speed along the
fast ice stream decreases in proportion to the liquid flux
to the glacier bed, wj.th slowest speeds i.n June, July, and

August. Colurnbia glacier slj-des at a rate of 2 to 10 neters
per day.

This behavior of Columbia supports the theory by Röthlis-
berger (1972) that water 1nflow rate improves the conduit
efficiency at the bed of the glacier. Hohtever, observations
of turbid rdater emerging from the submerged terminus and

fast sliding of low gradi.ent ice suggest that both a linked-
conduit system and a najor central tunnel system coexist.
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Thus, Columbia is sliding at speeds sufficient for surging
in local areas with llmited water but not where significant
tunneLs form, and Columbia is in a near-surge condition,
like an outl-et glacier. It is not surging yet due to water
tunnels malntalned by continuous liquid sources. An isofated
surge did occur on a small area near the terminus in March

1984. Further steepening of the glacier by calving retreat
could trigger surges of larger areas.

Rapid acceleration in the fal-1 season indicates that blocked
and lj-nked cavities develop rapidly by a process of basal
sliding disruption of tunnel-s when the water flux is not
maintaifed. An eguatj-on of the form:

Il'/ = Lt 1-1 (kL)m1

where W is the basal water depth or pressure, L is the liquid
available, and f, k, n are assigned constants, provides a

function that is consistent with this concept. Optimized for
Columbj-a, the calcufated basal liquid corresponds well to
observed variations in glacier speed, including observed
anomalies such as mid-winter decelerations caused by unusual
rains. Time and velocity functions can be added to the egua-
tion at k and m to produce transient responses and feedback.
The resulting feedback equation is consistent with a wj-de

range of behavior at other glaciers including transj.ent
effects, seasonal changes, and flow instabilities including
the onset and terminati.on phases of glacier surgrin9.

t

Address of the author:

L.R. Mayo
water Resources Division
Cold Regions HydroLogy Project Office
1O1 12th Ave., Box 11
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701, USA

The trEper was not presented at the wotkshop.
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SHORT-INTERVAL FLUCTUAT]ONS IN SLIDING
OF COI,UMBIA GLACIER, ALASKA

M.F. Meier, W.W. Dunlap, R.M. Krimmel,
L.A. Rasmussen, and R.A. l\lalters

Columbia Glacier, a grounded, iceberg-calvj-ng glacier, is
now 1n a period of disintegration. Although it is thinning,
the ice vel-ocity has been increasinq due to the loss of 1ce

at the terrninus (which feads to a reduction of longitudinal
conpressive stress) and a lowering of the excess of ice
pressure ove'r water pressure (effective pressure) at the
bed. During August, 1984, the surface velocity of the lower
glacier v/as measured severaf times a day at 22 points dis-
tributed over a 10-km reach, and every 15 minutes at one

point less than one kilometer above the terminus. Bad weather
caused several short breaks in the records. l{ean velocities
ranged frorn 5 to 13 m/day near the centerline; the flow i.s

predominantly by basal sliding. The effective pressure at
the bed ranged from less than 4 to about 1 5 bars along the
lowest 5 kn, assuming that the water pressure lras equal to
that in the sea. A 50 percent increase in velocity hras as-
sociated wiLh a 3-day rainstorm. The peak appeared to occur
simultaneously over the whole reach; a propagatj-on speed less
than about 40 km/day would have been detectable. Shorter-
period fluctuations i-n speed of about 1 0 percent are clearlli/
related to ti.dal variation in sea fevel and to meltwater
production. The semidiurnal and diurnal tides cause a fluc-
tuating back pressure on the terminus; 1ow velociti-es are
associated with high tides. The diurnal variatlons in i"ce

melt appear to affect sliding after a delay of a few hours,
with melt peaks leading to velocity peaks.
Remark:

The paper "Short-interval fluctuations in sliding of Columbia Glacier,
Alaska" (tentative title) by Dunlap, W.w., M.F. Meier and L.A. Rasmussen
will be submltted to Journal of Geophysical Research j-n winter L985/86.

In addition, two Open File Reports' one of them 85-4A7' will appear.
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SLACTER FLOW IN A CYLINDRICAL CHANNEL WITH A FRICTION

LAI' TNCLUDING SUBGLACIAL WATER EFFECTS

J. Meyssonier

Results of numerical computations of the steady flow of
temperate ice down cylindrical channels of various cross-
sections are given. The conputations are made using the
finite element method based upon the variationaf minimum

velocity principle.

Ice is assuÄed to obey GIen's power laht, with exponent n=3.

Several friction laws are considered in order to model the
ffow of ice close to bedrock.

First a friction condition of the type lntroduced by weert-
man (1957) is applied at the srnoothed boundary between ice
and bedrock. This commonly used friction 1a\,/ gives the drag

rb as a function of the slidi-ng velocity ub only' accordi-ng
to the expression:

t5=cuf;

where C is a coefficient including the local geometric pro-
pertles of the micro-relief and the therrno-mechanical pro-
perties of i.ce and bedrock. An example of such a calculation,
on the basis of the variational principle for stresses, is
given by Oakberg ( 1 981 ).

But relation ( 1 ) i-s unsuited to the case of fast sliding
glaciers which make j.t necessary to take into account the
role of the ice-bed separation and of the subglacial water
pressure. Then the computations are made using the solid
friction 1aw proposed by Lliboutry (1968), i.e.:

ro=fN

(1)

(21
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where the effective pressure N is the difference between the
mean pressure of ice against the bedrock and the water pres-
sure in the cavities on the downsLream side of the bunps. In
the present case involving flow in a cylindrical channel,
the coefficient f is simply deduced from the overall equi-
fibrium requirement. Friction Law (2) has been appli.ed by

Reynaud (19731, using the finite difference method.

These resul-ts are compared to those obtalned using a more

reafistic friction 1aw derived from Lliboutty (t9791. In
this slmplifi-ed modef, the drag is a continuous function of
the sliding velocity and the effective pressure. It tends
toward (1") for low values of the sliding velocity and/or
great values of the effective pressure and asllnptoticalli'
approaches the solid friction law (2) in the opposite case.

Several computations are made for various subgJ-acia1 water
drainage conditions and varj-ous piezometric surface shapes.

It is hoped that Nye's (1965) work, assum.ing a conplete ab-
sence of sliding on the bedrock, may thus be usefully com-
pleted.
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Remark:

The paper will be submitted to the Journal of Glaciology in December 1985"
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Wfi{TER INITIATTON OF SURGES

Charles F. Raymond and WilLiam D. Harrison

During the 1982-83 surgre activity of Variegated Glacier,
surge motion occurred j"n two pulses. Each pulse started in
mid-lvinter, when surface water input was essentially zero,
and terminated in early summer, when melt water input was

high. Since various lines of evidence indicate surge speed

occurs by accumulation of water at the bed, this seasonal
pattern of initiation and termination appears paradoxlcal.
This pap'er concerns the initiation of surge motion in winter.
It is proposed that complete discharge of summer meltwater
is prevented by the collapse of basal conduits during the
late melt season. This traps water in the internal passage-
ways of the gJ-acier, and this stored \,r'ater j.s pumped to the
bed as winter proqresses.

Fal1 is a time of s1ow1y decreasing water discharge. Water
flow in conduits may be considered to be in quasi steady
state and analyzed by the Röthlisberger theory which pre-
dicts conduit pressure that rises with tirne. Based on the
overburden stress and deviations from it as predicted from
sliding theory, there is a rnaximum conduit pressure Ps (re-
lated to the bed separation pressure). If conduit pressure
attempts to rise above Ps , the conduit will lose flux by
loss of sources and leaking to the bed. Together with a

dropping water i-nput fr:om surface melting, this wj-I1 cause
the pressure to rise further and the conduit to leak more

and collapse. These concepts define a minimum conduit dis-
charge that can be maintained depending on basal normal and

shear stress and parameters in the conduit theory ( ice flow
law, hydraulic roughness) and sliding theory (bed roughness)
The winter behavj,or depends on how base winter dlscharge Q5

frorn ground water and basal melting is related to the mini-
mum conduit dischargre Q*.
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On the upper part of Variegated Glacier, where surge motj_on

initj,ated in 1982 and 1983, the following conditions existed.
The Q5 was about 0.3 to 0.6 rn s-1(estimated from discharge
measured at terminus strean by Humphrey). Over the interval
'1973 to 1981 basal shear stress increased r25*, whi-ch caused
the theoretical Q* to rise with time. The resulting behavior
is described as: no winter sli-ding up to 1978 (Qn<Qur con-
duits remain open through winter)i moderate winter sllding
1978-1981 (Q*nqr, conduj-ts decay j-n winter); surge initia-
ti-on January 1982 and November 1982 (Qa>Q5, conduits collapse
before summer melt is discharged).

Redistributlon of water stored in internal passageways is
expected as a result of creep cfosure of the passageways,

whi-ch tends to increase the piezometric height and eventual-
Iy force water to the bed, The pumping rate increases with
increasing voj-d space and ice depth. Even when \^rater pres-
sure approaches the overburden stress, pumping rates well
in excess of the Variegated Glacier winter discharge can be

achieved with 1? voj-d space and ice depth exceeding 350 rn.

In the region of surge lnitiation, ice depth was in the
range of 300 to 400 m and increased tu'158 from 1973 to 1981.

Addresses of the authors:
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FLOI,V VARIATION OF A VALLEY GLACIER:

ARGENTIERE GLACIER, MONT BLANC AREA

L. Reynaud

The Argentiöre glacier has been surveyed regularly since
1890, not only for its length variation, but also for its
changes in velocity and levefs at several cross profj-Ies on

1ts tongue. These measurements were extended to the upper
part in 1958 and since 1975, balance measurements have been

rnade.

The Argentiöre Gfacier is thus one of the rare glaciers
described above and below an ice fafl over a long period of
time. This data set sho\,ls that the upper part of the glacier
drives the flow of the whole glacier although its leve1 va-
riations remain very limited (on1y a few per cent). On the
other hand, its velocity rnay change in five years by more

than 30 ? (from 110 to 139 m/year). The upper plateau
appears to react as a whole to a positive balance change,
draining quickly the surplus of ice, once an eguj.librium
threshold is exceeded. Conversely, with unfavourable input
sequences, the velocity decreases rapldly and the upper
part comes back to a reduced discharge which causes only
a sllght altitude change.

Although these mechanisms are established from surface mea-

surements, they do give some global but essentiaf informa-
tion on the conditions occurring at the glacier bed when

f low is modi-f ied.

For instance, since the beginning of theJ-ast growth (around
1970) the main subglacial stream has shifted from the left
to the right bank. These modifications are not specific to
the Argentiöre gfacier but are also encountered on the other
glaciers under sinil-ar conditions.
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BASAL TCE TEMPERATUIiE ANE SUBGLACIAL WATER PRODUET.fON

AT THE BOTTOM OF THE }:,\ITARCTIC TCE SHEET'

C. Ritz

The presence of water at the base of an ice sheet is of pri-
mordial lnterest in assessing sliding motion. The basal tem-
perature has already been mapped (Budd, Jenssen) for steady
state conditions.

In the present study this mapping is performed taking lnto
account past variations of surface temperatures due to clima
tic changes, Indeed,the propagation time of temperature va-
riations is very high (more than ten thousand years) (Ritz).
Consequently, current basal conditions are influenced by the
surface conditions which prevaifed in the past. The calcula-
tion i-s made using a finite difference method assuming
balance velocities. The vertical profi-1es of velocities are
obtained using an analytical model (Lliboutry).

The results are shown on a map of the current melting con-
ditions at the base of the Antarctic ice sheet.
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BULK FORCES, ENERGY AND SLTDING TN GLACTER FLOW

G. deQ. Robin

It is suggested that the potenti-aI "pressuren energy Ep

stored in a vertical column of unit cross secti-on of total
thickness h of a glacier 1s given to a sufficient approxi-
mation for many purposes by Ep= ]pgh2where p is mean ice' 2''
density and g gravity. Glacier flow can then be described
in terms of two major forces - the pressure field (pressure
force ) and downslope force along with the effect of devi-a-
toric or "1dadinq" stresses. Gravitational potentlal energy
refeased by downslope motion (sliding and/or internal defor-
mation) is fed to the pressure field when ice thickens
downslope in the flow direction. This leads to the concept
of "pressure barriers" which occur where flow drJ,ven by

downslope motion changes, at least in part. to ffow driven
by a pressure field.

The last kifometre or so of a glacier of moderate size ter-
minating on land on an approximately horizontal bed also
forms a type of pressure barrier, since flow of this part
of the ablation zone is driven by the pressure from up

glacier. This contrasts with flow in the ablation zone j-m-

medi.ately up glacler from this terminal pressure barrier
where the pressure fj-eld gradient driving fl-o\,/ can be mai-n-

tained entirely by surface ablation. Longitudinal strain
rates and longltudinal deviatoric stresses are then negli-
gible. This resul-ts in constant veJ.ocity zones which extend
over distances of around one kilometre along the centreline
of lower Blue and Athabasca Glaciers and for around four
kilometres on Gornergletscher.

Use of bulk forces due to pressure. downslope and loading
fields can also help understanding of other problems of
glacier flow and will be described elsewhere.
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WATER BLOCKING ON SURGING GLACIERS AND ICE STREAMS

G. deQ. Robin

Although a model of cyc11c surging of glaciers presented by
Robin and lieertman in 1973 shov/s some similarity with the
observed behaviour of Variegated Glacier during the surge of
1982, the criteria for blocklng water ffow at the stagnant
ice - mobil-e ice junction was shown to be unsatisfactory by
Bindschadler.

A new criteria based on integration of eguitibrium equations
through the glacier depth is proposed. It i.s shown that
under some conditions the vertical pressure on bedrock can
be substantially greater than the weight of overlying ice -
by perhaps 3 or 4 bars. In these conditions, water cannot
force its way under stagnant or slovrly moving ice and be-
comes dammed. The subsequent effect on glacier motion
depends on the direction of bedrock slope 1n the damming

region - in one case it helps initiate glacier surges, while
with the reverse bedrock slope it can dam such substantiaf
quantitles of water that ice streams can be formed where
this occurs under large ice sheets. If correct, the hypo-
thesis suggests that Antarctic ice streams should be rela-
tively stable features.

Address of the author:
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TRACER INVESTIGATIONS AT THE GLACIER

N]GARDSBREEN, NORV'IAY

Eric Roland, Bjorn Wo1d, and Stein Erik Lauritzen

During the summers 1 982 and 1 984 drainage investigations
were carried out on Nigardsbreen which .is an outlet glacier
(48 km , 340 - 1960 m a.s.1.) from the icecap Jostedals-
breen. Salt solutions and fluorescent dyes were injected in
supragLacial streams and rivers flowing under the glacier
tongue from the val1ey sides and also in a borehole in the
firn area. '

The preliminary results from 1 982 are reported by tundquist
(1983). The experiments shovr marked differences in water
velocitj-es (0.1 - '1 .3 m/s) measured from the tirne of in-
jection on the glacier tongue to the peak of the resulting
curves of efectricaf conductivity and dye concentration
detected in the river 200 meters below the glacier front,
which are in correspondance with observations reported by

Burkimsher (1983) and Theakstone & Knutsen (1981).

The connection between the supraglacial drainage system

varj-es both in time and space and also with the avallable
amount of water.

In the firn area at the glacier station 1630 m a.s.l. on

Nlgardsbreen, fluorescein vlas i.njected in a 10 m deep bore-
hole near the topographic ice divide. The start of the
tracer passage at the water gauge was observed seven days

later. The detectable part of the concentration curve lasted
one week. The tail of the curve likely lasted several rnore

weeks, according to investigations of Behrens, H., and H.

oerter (1983).
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RELIEF EFFECTS ON BED-ST,IP AND UPLIFT

Hans Röthlisberger

The tongues of advancing glaciers frequently show cross-
sections which are convex at the surface. This has irnportant
consequences for the water pressure at the bed in relation
to the ice overburden pressure. Because of the density dif-
ference of ice and water, the piezometric water head equal-
J-ing ice pressure is lower than the ice surface by about
1/11Lh of the ice thickness. In a valley glacier with a

trough-shaped bed and a flat surface, this means that the
piezometric water head j-s lowest at the centerJ-ine of the
glacier. Water-pressure induced variations of bed-s1ip must
therefore be expected to be strongest near the centerline,
provided that lateral interconnecting finks exist in the
subglacial drainage system; such a condition is likely to
exist during stronq bed-s1ip.

If, on the contrary, the surface profile is convex, by such
a degree that the surface rises above a horizontaf reference
J-ine by about 1/11th of the ice thickness, then the trans-
verse piezometric gradient disappears, hence the hydraulic
effect can take place over the whole cross-section. An irn-
portant implication now folfows from the fact that compres-
sive strain.normalfy develops at the beginni.ng of a glacler
advance. This means that an originally fl-at cross-section
wj-ll become convex, and i,n consequence, water pressure in-
duced fast bed-s1ip may become effective over the ful1 width
of the glacier when the longitudinal strain amounts to 0.1.
The change of surface convexi-ty with strain represents a

mechanism that may account for a fast longitudinal propa-
gation of enhanced bed-slip. Vlhether convexity or accele-
ration starts the process remaj-ns an intriguing guestion.

While the shape of the gJ-acier surface, and obviously the
Iarge-scale bed relief as well play a major role in relation
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to the over-all hydraulic condition at the bed, the small-
scale bed relief is an important factor where Lhe glacier
upJ-ift i.s concerned. Field observations show that rock beds
often reveal a pronounced asymmetry in such a way that the
positive, or convex, elements of the roughness profile (the
peaks and bumps) are strongly flattened, while the negative,
or concave, elements (the hollows) are much rougher. Some
details of the uplift events observed on Unt.eraarqletscher
can be related to roughness asymmetry.

Address of the author:
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INFLUENCE OF VARIABLE BASAL SLTDING RATE AND SHEAR

STRESS ON THE RATE OF ABRASION BENEATH A SURGE TYPE

GLACIER (VARIEGATED GLACIER, ALASKA)

M.J. Sharp

This paper investigates the influence of temporal and spa-
tial variations in basal slip velocity and shear stress on

the rate of subglacial abrasion beneath Variegated Glacier,
Al-aska, over the period 1973-1 983. Calculations with a

simple abrasion model suggest that over 90% of the total
abrasion occurred during the 1982-1983 surge, when abrasion
rates may have reached 4 mm d , three of four orders of
magnitude greater than rates typically recorded in non-sur-
ginq glaciers. According to the abrasion models of Metcalf
(19791 and Hallet 11979, '1981 ) the fraction of the basal
sli-ding energy expended on subglaeial abrasion should in-
crease linearJ-y with increasing slidlng velocity, so it is
suqgested that annual abrasion rates averaged over a full
surge cycle may be one or two orders of rnagnitude qreater
than rates measured in non-surging glaciers. Surging gla-
ciers may therefore be potent agents of landscape modifi-
cation.

The occurrence of seasonal- variations in sllding veloci"ty
and 'mini-surges' during the quiescent phase of motion also
produced a temporal pattern of bed abrasion which is pulsed

rather than steady. This implies that concepts of magnitude

and freguency should be as applicable to studies of glacial
abrasion as to studies of other non-glacia1 erosion proces-

ses.
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EFFECTS OF SUBGLACIAL GROUNDWATER ON ICE SHEETS

E.M. Shoemaker

We conslder a temperate ice sheet resting upon a horizontal
deformable bed of low permeabllity, such as till. Beneath
thj.s is a layer of relative high permeability, such as
fractured igneous and metamorphic rocks or sand. The major
concern i-s an analytical evaluation of the effects of the
evacuation of basal meltwater. Meftwater travels longitu-
dinally and transversely in the highly perneable layer and

is evacuated upwards into water channels near the terminus
and at other favorable locations. Under certain conditions
the longitudinal evacuation path is dominant and water is
drawn out of channel-s upstream. In critical regions where
upl/r'ards flow into channels is concentrated the resulting
high pressure gradi-ent through the till produces till
difatatlon. This results in an upward injection of ti11
into channels whi.ch acts to pressurize the entire sub-
glacial system.

The model identifies the terminus and the region where an
ice sheet lobe emerge from the mai.n ice sheet as critical
regions where ti11 failure can occur. An expfanation is
offered as to !'/hy ice sheet lobes assume profiles assocla-
ted with very low basaf shöar stress. It is shown that a

subpolar lce sheet with its terminus frozen to the base may

be "weaker' subglacially than the terminus regj-on of a

similar temperate ice sheet.

Address of the author:

Prof. E.M. Shoemaker
Faculty of science
Sinon Fraser University
Burnaby, B.C. V5A 156, Canada
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THE INF],UENCE OF ICE FABRICS ON GLACTER SURGES

H. Shoji, and C.C. Langv/ay, Jr.

Measured ice velocities of surge-type glaciers during surge
are 10 to 100 tirnes higher than of non-surqe-type gJ_aciers. A

surge-type glacier is in a non-steady-state condition. Surges
are attributed to high lonqitudina] straj-n-rates at the base
of the glacier (basa1 sliding). The periodicity of a glacier
surqe is a measure of the periodlcity of the longitudinal
straln-rate change. In general, the strain-rate of ice defor-
mation is strongly rel-ated to ice fabrj.cs as well as stress
and temperature conditi-ons. Analyses presented here reveal
that ice fabric pattern changes with depth correlate well
with the ratj-o of the simple shear strain-rate to the longi-
tudinal strain-rate, R, under steady-state flow conditions.
At shalfow depths where R is smafl, the fabric pattern i-s of
the non-vertical type (e.9., random, glrdle of mufti-maximum)"
At deeper depths where R is large, the fabric pattern is of
the vertical single-maxinum type. The transition 1n fabric
pattern from a shal-Iow non-vertical type to a deeper vertical
type takes pface at the critical va1ue, Rc. Cal-culations from
gfacier profi-J-es under steady-state show that the basal shear
stress is approximately constant between 0.5 and 1.5 bar,
whlch constrains the maximum shear strain-rate in a glacier.
In a surginq gfacier, R can be small-er than Rc over the
entire depth of the glacier when the longitudinal strain-
rate is guite high (e.$. large basal sliding). V'lhen this
occurs, the glacier may have a fabric pattern of the non-
vertical type over its complete vertical profile. Fabric
pattern profiles of surge-type glaciers may physically
change from the quiescent period ( Iow longitudinal strain-
rate) to the surging period (high longitudinal strain-rate).
From the above analyses, the trend change j-n fabric patterns
would be from the vertical type to the non-vertical- type
near the base.
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Uniaxial compression tests were made on j-ce samples fron Dye
3, Greenland which had single-maximum fabric patterns. Eight
individual specimens were cut from a core increment at about
the 2006 m depth. The stress directlon was varied around a
direction perpendicular to the core axis. Uniaxial- stress
was applied and measured under constant crosshead speed
which produced strain-rates of (1.3 to 2.91 x 10-7 S1 at
-12.4! 0.2oC. Rotation of crystal- axes i-n each test specimen
was examined by ultrasonic wave velocity measurements before
and after test runs. Results sho,r a strong dependency of the
maximum stress on the stress direction. For the same uniaxial
strain-rate, a si.ngle-maximum fabric compressed perpendicular
to the core axis requires about a 2 Lo 3 times higher stress
leve1 than a specimen with a random orientation fabric. This
means that longitudinal- straj-n-rates increase more than 1 0

times with only a fabric change- This phenomenon may signi-
ficantly contrj-bute to trj_ggering a surge.

Address of the authors:

Prof. Hitoshi Shoji
C.C. Langway Jr.
Ice Core Laboratory
Department of ceological Sciences
State University of New york at Buffalo
4240 Ridqe Lea Road
Amherst, Ny 14226, USA
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THE RELATION BETWEEN MELTWATER AND

THE GAS CONTENT OF GLAC]ERS

J. Schwander and C.C. Langway, Jr.

During the natural process of sno$/ densification in a cold,
high-J-atitude glacier between 80 and 130 cm3 (s.t.p.) of air
is enclosed per kg ice [1]. If no melting 1s j-nvolved, this
air has essentially atmospheric composition [2]. On the
other hand, when summer meltwater percolates downward from
the surface it refreezes below and forrns ice layers or glands
containing fewer air bubbles but wlth an elevated CO2 con-
centration [3]. The amount and cornposition of the air remain
essentially the same below the fj-rn-ice transition if the
temperature remains below the melting point. If, however,
nelting persists (such as in a temperate glacier) or if at a

fater tine 1n a basically cold glacier the ice j-s subjected
to meJ-ting-point temperatures it will become interspersed
with a network of small-diameter water-fifLed capillary
tubes (dentritic veinlets) [4,5], The meltwater may be pro-
duced by internal friction, geothermal heatflow or melting
at the surface. The meltwater absorbs and transports gases,
particularly the more sofuble CO2, while flowlng through the
veinfets. The presence of r^rater may also permit other chemi-
cal- reactions to take place which woutd be inhiblted or
dormant j.n the frozen state. When CO2 exists in an aqueous
environment it tends to be in equilj-brium with the bicar-
bonate and carbonate ions. For exampfe, if the meltwater is
alkaline due to the existence of sufficient cafcareous dust
in the original ice the concentration of CO2 in the entrapped
air would be considerably depleted. Conversely, calcareous
dust in the presence of acid components in the original ice
woufd lead to an increase in the CO2 concentration. A com-
plete chemical analysis of the ice in respect to the total
ionic balance would provide the nagnitude and direction of
the expected change in the CO2 concentration. The chernical
reactj-ons invofved with melting a glacier sample to measure
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the gaseous CO2 content can be avoided by using a dry ex-
traction technigue [3J.

Data for total air content exi-st for both alpine-type gla-
ciers [5] and polar ice sheets t6,71. Results from alpine
glaciers essentially confirm the expected effects described
above. A l-ower air content has been measured cfose to bed-
rock of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets. At Byrd
Station, Antarctica, the bottom temperature is at the
pressure rnelting point of -1,5oC and the 4-8 m thick basal
ice layer is practically air-free. At both Camp Century and

Dye 3, Greenl"and, the bottom temperature is -13oC and the
total air content near the bedrock gradually decreases from
about 100 cm3lkg at 50 m above the bedrock to 50 cm3/kg
close to the bedrock. It is postulated that this presently
basal ice had once been at the pressure melting point.

Measuring the amount and composition of the air and chemical
impurities in a sample of alpine or polar glacier lce, one

can determine whether the glacier was subjected to extended
temperate conditions and estimate the amount of meltwater
produced.
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VTATER FLOIV IN CAVTTIES AND TRANSIENT RESPONSE

OF SUBGLACIAL DRAfNAGE CONDUITS

Joseph S. Wafder

We have developed a simple nathematical modef to explore the
hydrauli-c behavior of subglacial, cavities that transport
mel-twater. These rinterconnectedr cavities shoufd exhibit
fundamental differences from R channels (channefs incised
into basal ice) because glaci.er sliding, rather than mefting
due to viscous heating, plays the dominant role in opening
cavities. The'relatively minor role of melting feads to a

strong tendency for flow to be distributed widely over the
glacier bed instead of being localized in a few large con-
dults. Water pressure in a cavity-dominant drainage system
should generally be within a few bars of overburden pressure.
Furthermore, mean flow speeds in interconnected cavities
should be much less than in either R channels or a basal
water sheet. Predicted mean flow speeds for j"nterconnected
cavities of plausible dimensions are compatible with values
lnferred from dye-tracer experiments conducted during the
surqing phase of the Vari.egated Glacier, supporting the
hypothesis of B. Kamb and coworkers regarding the critical
ro.le of cavities in subglacial water flow during the surge.

Fluctuations in glacier motion, as welf as phenomena such as
surface uplift and strain, have often been attributed to
transient behavior in the subglacial hydraulic system. We

have developed a fornal perturbation analysis to study in
detail- the characteristics of subglacial hydraulic trans-
ients. In certain cases, essentially undampedkinematicv/aves
may propagate downglacier in response to disturbances in
pressure, rneltwater flux, or conduit cross-sectional area.
Regardless of whether the subglacial drainage is dominated
by interconnected cavities, R channels, or a basal water
sheet, kinematic-wave speed wil-1 be about 1-3 times the mean

water-flow speed. Predicted kinematic wave speeds for inter-
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conneted cavities agree reasonably well rrrith observations on
several glaciers regarding propagation of disturbances in
surface speed, strain, uplj.ft, and borehofe water levet;
predicted wave speeds for either R channels or a basal water
sheet would typically be much greater.

Remark:

It is int€nded to submit the paper with some changes in materj-al to the
Journa.l of Glaciology in January 1986.

Address of the author:
Dr. Joseph Walder
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Tacoma, WA 98402, USA
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Quaternary Research Center AK-60
University of Washlngton
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BASAL WATER AND H]GH PRESSURE BASAL TCE

A BIMODAL OBSTACLE BED MODEL

J. V{eertman

An expression j-s found for the $/ater pressure under a tempe-
rate glacier in a steady state" By steady state is meant

that not only is the sliding velocity constant but also the
basal water f1ow. The calculations are based on a simplified
bimodal obstacle bed. One size obstacles are of the magnltude
of the conventional "controfli-ng" obstacles size. The other
obstacles size is several order of magnitude larger than the
controllJ-ng slze. The effect of the missing obstacles can be

mimicked by adding a friction stress whose value decreases
linearly wlth ice-rock separation. The question whether in-
creased sliding velocity of glaciers is a result of higher
water pressure or of more widespread separation of the basaf
ice from the bedrock is examined in this paper. By consider-
ing a bed of only two obstacle sizes it is possible, we be-
1ieve, to bring out clearly the essential physics of the
problem behind this question. Although it j-s not possible to
have additional widespread bed separation without increased
water pressure (and vice versa), it appears guite clear from
our analysis that the increase of sliding velocity is prima-
rily a consequence of increased bed separation. The increased
sllding resulting fron the increase of water pressure is of
a much smaller magnitude. The new ingredient in our analysis
of water flow is the explicit account taken of the effect of
excess ice pressure (at the upstream slde of obstacles) on

the closing of water channels. The excess ice pressure
regions play a critical role in the development of water
fi1ms. The recognition of the importance of hlgh pressure
basal ice regions to the regulation of water ffow is the
primary result of thls paper.
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EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATIONS TO THE GLACIER FIOW

BEHAVIOUR WITH THE HELP OF LDA-MEASUREMENTS

T. Wintges

The investigations of the glacier flow behaviour were real--
ized with a simple model of a known val-ley glaci,er. First
results from attempted research on fluid dynamic processes
in rnodels will be presented. The experiments were carried
out observing the l-aw of similarity. The physical simiJ.arity
may be defined by:

a) the presence of some measure of geometric similarity
b) the appllcability of the same basic dj"fferential equations

to alf examples of the basic system under study, and

c) the presence of similar boundary conditions.

Then it is possible to state a set of dimensionless criteria
whose invariance implies that the systems in questj.on are
physically similar.

First the investi.gations are performed on simplified models,
For the rneasurements of the veloci"ty profj.J-es a laser Dopp-

.ler anemometer was used. The experirnental arrangement was

the following:

1. Measurements on a one-dimensional channel (plane channel-

on an inclined plane)
2. Measurements on a two-ditnensj-onaI channef (plane and ob-

ligue). The experinental arrangement was a channel with
plane-parallel plates. For the velocity measurements with
a laser Doppler anemometer microscopic particles of dia-
meter lvlth 1pm were used as tracers. The tern fringe mode

is derived from the fact that two incoming laser beams

forn i.nterference frlnge planes in the intersection re-
gion. The Doppl-er frequency measured by the detector can
be visualized as intensity nodulation of the scattered
light as the particle moves through the interference
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region. The model is adequate in cases where the detec-
tor aperture is large enough to reso.Ive the fringe plane
separation, but caution should be exercised when many par-
ticles are present simuLtaneousLy in the measuring volume.

For the above-mentioned experiments a fl-uid was used wilh
plastic flow behaviour comparable to that described by
Gl-en's flow 1aw.

3. Measurements on a three dimensional channel (p1ane and
oblique ) .

The invegtigations were promoted by the Deutsche Forschungs-
gemeinschaft under the password "fl-ow behaviour of a glacier"

Remark l

The paper "First attempt of experimental simulations to the glacier flow
behaviour with the help of LDA-measurements" will be submitted to the
Journal of claciology, 19A6.
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Dr. Theodor Wintges
Fachhochschule München
Fachbereich 05
Lothstrasse 34
D-8000 München 2
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

(Chaiman: H. Engelhartlt)

Opening by W.S.B. Paterson

I feel the first object of the discusslon is to resolve differences of
opinion on various points, as far as these can be resolved. But if t'he
discussi-on only does that, then we have done only half our job. A confe-
rence like this ought to point the way to the future, so we should make
some effort to bring the theoreticians and the observational people
together. I think the initiative for doing this rests on the theoreti-
cians. They should state what observations they need to test their
theories. Finally, this conference shoulal point the way for future
research, although of course, whatever anybody recomends, people will
probably 90 their own way. However, we should have some idea of what the
important unanswered. questions are and how we should set about answering
them. I have df:awn up 4 or 5 headings to try and keep the discussion
flowing and give it some structure. The most striking thing to me about
this conference is that it has really crystallized the distinction
between "hard" beds and "soft" beds, and this should be a najor topic of
discussiäl-T-TEe1-it's Iw impctant to find out how widespread each
kind of beal is, Are 9Cg of glaciers on soft beds or is it the other way
around? This question is not only confined to existj-ng glaciers but
includes polar .ice sheets and the ice age ice sheets too. And I also
think itts important to ilo something along the lines carry Clarke sugge-
sted: we've now got to find out the mechanical and hydraulic properties
of the subglacial mater+al.

The next topic is the subglacial water system. It seems to be agreed now
that there are both large tunnels and linked cavities; this has cleared
up one of the major problems that I had at the beginning of this slmpo-
sium, lieertman opened his talk by saying that he was trying to revive
the Weertman film. Perhaps we should discuss whether he succeeded in
doing so. Then I feel we should again think about observational tests.
In some cases theory has been already directly related to observatj-on.
For i-nstance, the dye Lracing experiments on Variegated Glacier and the
di-scharge measurements on the terminal stream seem to have started
Barclay Kmb off on his theory of tinked cavities. On the other hand,
David Collins showed us sorie very interesting variations of certain
properties of the water that was being discharged from the glacier, and
he showed interesting differences between glaciers. But what this told
us about the subglacial water systems of the alifferent glaciers was not
clear, at least to me.

The next thing is that I have now stoppecl using the term "sliding
velocityr'; I aR using "basal velocity". In this I include al-I velocity
other than defomation within the ice. It seems to me that for hard beds
and for soft betts we are going to have separate sliding "Iaws", and we
should deciale what the .important paramelers are in each case. If you are
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going to model something as large as an ice sheet or even a large
glacier, you have got to have a simple basal boundary conalition. So I
think the theorelicians and the experimenters too have got. to try and
present the modelers wi-th some simple relati-on for the velocity or
sliding Iaw or whatever you want to call j-t at the glacier bed. Somet-
hing that is not too far from reality but whj-ch is also reasonably
manageable.

The next topic I have is surge nechanisms. In my opening talk I expres-
sed lhe hope that we could. eventually fincl one mechanism that woulil
cover al1 surges. One or two people comented to me afterwards that they
thought this was quite mrealistic, Nonetheless, I still think it would
be intell"ectually more satisfying if we could; ttris is certainly not the
case at present. We have explanations of the surge on Variegated clacier
and the coming surge on Trapridge Glacj-er that start from the same
poj-nt, nmely that the subglacial alrainage systern is alestroyed at the
beginnin{ of the surge. But they appear to diverge quite witlely after
that, although there doesnrt seem any particular reason why they should
in v.iew of the nature (as far as we know) of the basal material uder
the two glaciers.

The last point barely comes under the lopic of this symposium. However,
in some of the papers we heard. this morning and more specifically in
Martin Sharp's, the question of abrasion laws was raised and it seems
this whole question of erosion and abrasion has been rather neglected by
glaciologists. I was 9iäa-to-sEä-tfr-at numrd Hallet made a start on
this a few years ago and I think that efforts in this direction should
be continued.

1 Subglacial cavities

Stenborg: we have hearal quite a 1ot here about linkeal cavities, have had
discussions on theories about water systems, and we have also seen a
Iittle about studies in cavities, but we have never seen a study of
cavities with water. Where is there water .in cavities at all, and what
are the regulating mechanisms for that? Of course, I know one very easy
answer to this is that, all the studied cavities are close to the
nargins. There is, nevertheless, the question t'when and where do the
cavities fill with water?'r

Lliboutry: As a matter of fact, when drilling 60 or 100 m deep on
Glacj-er Saint-Sorlin the alrill sometimes fe1l freely for sone dj-stance
when nearing the bottom, so there was a cavity. This j-s one point.

The other point is that I have never said, that these cavities were
f.illecl with pure water. There may also be some drift and regelation ice.
Nye also slressed this after experiments. The cold that goes through the
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bedrock forms regelation ice stuck to the rock which increases with
tine. I'lhen entering natural tunnels at the lee of knobs at the front of
Glacier de Saint Sorlin, I sometimes found the rock completely covered
wilh a thin layer of ice. If i-t was due to the colal air fron outsiale, it
woulal not have been so regular. There would be regelation ice where
there was a streamlet of water only. So a layer of regelation ice at the
lee of bunps is a real fact, and the problen is, what happens to this
ice? My suggestion is that perioclically this ice is taken away and goes
on with the glacier. So it is not truly a steady-state but somehow
periodical.

Engelhartlt: And this was in water-free cavities?

Lliboutry: 'tfris may happen with water around. All that we need is that
ice be motionless in order to have a hydrostatic pressure, but the
cavity my be infillecl with water, drift and anything else. A1l the
infillment is under hydrostatic pressure.

Eooke: I alislike arguing about terminology, but one word that has been
used here during these sessions bothers me, and that word is cav.itation.
Cavitation has a quite different meaning in engineering where it refers
Lo things happening in rather high-velocity flows. I woulal hope that we
could adopt a term such as "cavity formation" instead of "cavitation"
for what's happening beneath the glacier.

Eutter: That exactly is the term I suggesteal .in my book. And I mde
exactly that alistinction.

Lliboutry: I spoke to a professor in fluial mechanics and he saidr oh,
that's not cavitationr in fluiil mechanics, it's calLeal super-cavitation.
I once used this word, but nobocly used it any rcre.

2 'Ihe subglacial atrainage syste|tr: linkeal cavj,ties / tunnels

Iken: lilater pressure records seem to suggest that a linkeal cavity syslem
but no large draj-nage channels existed under the studied. part of the
Findelengletscher in the early melt season. Is this an unlikely condi-
tion for an Alpine glacier?

Co]-].ins: I am not sure if we can tel1 from the sediment content and
water chemistry work, because flow through linked cavities and through
conduj-ts will leadl to the same behavi-our. There are several points to be
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made. If water is continually flowing along the same areas of the
glacier bed, then sedi-ment will becone exhausted, both aluring the sumer
season and during lhe tlaily &ischarge cycle, provid.ed the pathways do
not migrate. If the channels or cavities start to migrate, sudden
sealiment concentration events occur and sediment can be picked up later
j-n lhe season. The evidence seems to be that (from this sumer)
sed.iments are stored at the bect at the beginning as the expansion of
channels and cavities is starting off, but then there is a sediment
exhaustion as sumer goes on, and sed.inent no longer enters meltwater in
large quantities towarals the end of, the swer. On the other hand,
comparing records from Fj-ndelen- and cornergletscher shows considerable
difference on a diurnal basis, in that beneath Gorner, the sediment is
never at its maximm at the same time as maximum discharge. with peak
concentrations in both morning and afternoon. At Findelen that diurnal
pattern is not there, hinting at a different channel-bed relationship.

Echeheyer3 There is a continuum of cavity sizes and tunnel sizes
beneath the glacier. Your theory, Barclay, seems to be alirectetl at only
one size of cavities. Is there a way to conclude this size distributj-on
or is it already inclualed?

Engelharelt: Barclay, you have a very strong opinion on the distinction
between the two t!?es of drainage systems. Of course, the discharge/wa-
ter pressure relation is so d.ifferen!,

Kaab: As Hermann says, the distinctions between a tunnel system and the
type of linked cavity system that I am considering is a sharp one in
terms of how these systems perform - the flux-vs. pressure relation. The
fact that there is a contlnum of spectrum of step heights and wawe
anplitudes reflects itself in the distinction between large caviti-es and
smaIl orifices. My rctlel, at its present 1evel of developnent, considers
in detaj,l only the geometry of the orifices, because they are what
controls the perfomance of the system. Exactly how the step hej,ghts or
wave amplitudes for the orifices are selected from the spectrum of these
features by the s1j-ding process is a complicated matter that I havenrt
yet consideredt it needs to be considered j.n a more complete mod.el, as I
think you are pointing out.

Echelmeyer: The whole idea of stability seems to be governed by just one
step height size/cavLLy size. But is this really the case? If one size
becomes unstable, does that imply an overall unstable response or jump
from conduit to cavity (or vice versa)? Is there a controlling orifi-
ce/cavtly stze?

Kilb; The stability criterion in my model is applicable not to the large
cavities but to the narrow 1j-nking orifices, which is where the lrater
flow is controlled. The appropriate step height (or roughness wave
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mplitude) is whatever generates the orlfices, My calculations so far
suggest that a step helght of a few centimeters gives orifices capable
of controlling the water flow at about the pressure and flux levels
observed in Variegated clacier in surge.

Echelmeyerr But are you sayj-ng that there is just one orifice size then?

Kanb: Well Do, obviously not. But for the model, in order to work out
d.efinj-te results, I consider that there is some typical size; at this
simple level of approximation, I am representing some spectrum of orifi-
ce sizes by a chosen average va1ue. That clearly is simpli-stic.

EcheLmeyer: But then, Almut is asking, is it a conduit system under the
Findelen glaci"er or is it a linked cavity system? And that seems to be a
hard distinction to make if there is a continuw from cavities to
conduits .

Kamb: i{ell, the type of system (tunnel vs. linked-cavity) seems to me
very clear in terms of the nature of the processes taking p1ace, and,
particularly, whether it is a type of system in which maintenance of the
conduit size is dominated by heat or dominated. by pressure. I think that
in a normal glacier you are clealing with both types of system all the
Lime. There is a dendritic tunnel system, with widely spaced branches,
and between these branches are extensive inter-tunnel areas of the beal
over whj-ch there is a linked-cavity system and over which the basal
water pressure is controlled to some extent by the water pressure in the
tunnel system. Because this pressure is generally 1ow, the linkecl-cavity
system i,n the inter-tunnel areas is poorly developed by comparison with
its development when the glacier is in surge.

Iken: I would like to repeat my question on the drainage system of
Find.elengletscher more precisely: even if one assumes quite small
Röthlisberger tunnels under Fi-ndelengletscher - say 10, each with a
discharge of 0.1 m3,/s - the calculated steaaly state water pressure is by
far smaller than the measured water pressure which is probably that in
the cavitynetwork. Strear0s connecting the cavity*network with the
Röthlisberger tunnels would therefore have a large pressure gradi-ent.
This pressure gradient would. fluctuate strongly in accord. with the
marked diurnal variations of meltwater flow frm the thin snow caver
into the cavity network and from there into the tunnels. Such pressure
variations, in phase with the local meltwater input, are, however, not
noticeable in the pressure record. Instead, we have seen that it shows
cliurnaL variations according to the flow from the thick snow cover
higher up the glacier. So thatrs why I think thi-s cavity system cannot
be Ii-nked to any RöthLisberger tunnel which has a low water level, Now
what is going on? Do these tunnels not exist, or are the comonly-used
flow law parameters inadequate for basal ice? Perhaps this problem coulal
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be solved assuning we just have a linked cavity network and nothing
else, at least at the beginning of the melt season. This is my question
and lrd like to put it now because Keith anal Barclay were just discus-
sing this.

Engelhardt: Nolr thatrs true, I think we need. much more experience, many
more experiments throughout the year because of all of these transient
and different water j-nputs. Antl I hope that in the future more people
will recognize this need for more water level neasurements throughou!
the year.

Collins: It seems to me that, from a hydrologi-cal viewpoint, calling
subglacial passageways li-nketl cavities or sm1l conduit systems is not
too important. The real issue is whether water gets out quickly or not.
In a mid channel system, water is getting out remarkably quickly and in
very few hours af ter surf ace nelting in late swer, water emerges at
the snout. Whereas in other tunnel systss, water is taking some tj-me
and effectively goes into storage while in transit, whj-ch leads to
enhanced water pressures.

Perhaps thinking äbout how storage can occur j-n one part of the glacier
at the same time as nearby water connects quickly is more critical than
cieciiling whether or not it is in linked cavities or conduits. Hydrologi-
cally, they both act in the same way. It is simply a question of how the
storage mechanism is able to produce some rapid output and some slower
output.

Kamb: Ird jusl like to take j,ssue with that to the extent that if you
just take the attitude that it doesnrt matter what the mechanism is,
whether itrs tunnels or linked. cavit.ies, or whether.itrs in my language
a heat-domj-nated or pressure-dominated system, then all you can say j-s
it'S fast throughput or slow throughput. Yourre not really getting
anywhere; yourre just replacing the obsewation wi-th a word.. The
argument we are having really goes to the physical mechanism by which
these conduits are generated and perpetuate themselves, I don't think
itrs just semantic.

Fowler: I tlittn't real1y gei. a chance when I was giving my talk to outli-
ne the way I view this. It night be useful because of this particular
point. I donrt know whether, when Barclay does his analysls, he says a
lot about the actual drainage thatrs going through the different systems
and their different states. lvhen I do this, I flrst of al1 don't have a
dlistinction between cavities or tunnels. In fact, I have cavitation to
some extent., and for low welocities - low slicling velocities - the main
part of the drainage will go through a tunnel. The caviti-es in that case
will be linkeil in that there are steps, or cracks or something or other
which will join them up. But because there is not a whole lot of draina-
ge or not a whole lot of flow going through the caviti-es and joining
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them up, the actual volume flux of waler between the cavities is extre-
mely sm1l.

And ttlen what I find, which I presme i-s analogous to what Barclay
finds, is that - for sufficiently high vetocities - the coexistence of
tunnels and cavities is unstable, The tunnel closes down and then the
volume flux has to go through the cavj-ties, and it's then that it opens
up the large, heat-dominated orifices. So my answer or suggestion for
Almutrs question would be that when you have a stable tunnel system, the
cavities will be connected but they are not very well connectedi when
the switch comes about, then they become much more connected.

Lliboutryr we are returning now to impermeable ice and all the problems
turn to knowing whether there is a s.ingle piezometric surface that may
have many troughs and channels and so on, but a single one for a1l the
pore pressures underneath the glacier, or whether there is a karstic
system with separate wateryays which trave Lhe.ir own grade line and quite
alistinct pressures. My opinion is that on a time scale of a few days
there are always links and ice is permeable. and then there i-s a single
piezometric surface. This is founded only on experiments at Glacier
drArgentiöre during a single smer and it would be a good thing to have
more experinents of this kind. You dri11 two holes not very far from
each other, at 1 R or so in d.istance, not going to the bottom and to
several depths. If one is empty and the other is fu11 of water, after
some time there may be a connection and the water levels become the
same. Didier Hans found that below '100 m, ice became more or less
pemeable, but not in the upper layers, probably because of the air
bubbles. Therefore, it was not necessary to go to the bottom to measure
the pressure of the water at the bottomi at several meters we had the
piezometric surface the same as if the hole was going to the bottom. But
even if this is true we have to consider a time constant. It may be lhat
for surges and for very fast phenomena ice is quj-te impemeable but, for
the steady state it becomes permeable.

Clarke: I was reflecting on what a linkeal cavity system might be like if
it were on a soft, relatively impermeable till where the linkage was not
through small connections between the cavities but rather throuqh a
not-very-permeable base. It seems to me that such a system is really
unlikely. The water pressure gradient from cavity t'o cavity is very
smaIl, albeit the water pressure is very h.igh, and if you have something
like a pemeable base underlying an impemeable till cap, then there
wj-ll be a very low pore pressure at the base of the till anil a very high
pore pressure at the top, and everything wj-ll want to drive water
through the till rather than fron cavity to cavity. The other thing that
makes me support this view is that the favorable condition for the
linkecl cavity system is to have very }ow water pressure gradients from
cavity to cavity, so that would work against driving water through an
impermeable base t'o get from cavity to cavity.
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Lliboutry: I should like to answer Almut Iken on the question of the
di-urnal fluctuations, In my opinj-on the cavj-ties are linked to water-
ways, to the channels through the permeable ice, and with a very large
head loss that dampens any diurnal fluctuation in the waterways. But on
the other hand, at the walls of the bore holes there may be water from
diurnal melting running down. The first meters of ice in a glacier are
always completely cracked, It is well known in rock mechanics that the
first meters are not impermeable because there are a lot of cracks in
aII directions and you may see this in any glacier during sumer. Not
only there are crevasses, but also faults at 45o. There is also the sun
that makes the surface ice cmpletely rotten, with many channels insid.e
it. lfaler is going into the bore holes from the first meter or so of the
surface .in sumer. This produces diurnal variations if there are not
special precautions,

Engelharfü: weIl, 1 showeal in my talk that these water channels are in
the lower part. so your permeability is not the permeability of the bulk
i-ce but of lhese additional cracks and internal channels.

Lu-boutry: Yes, that may be so. I do not say it is a fact, but it is the
way the water leve1 is measured. The best way would be to have a hole.
to put in a pressure gauge and next to seal the hole with some core of
cold icet so no water would come in from above.

Hooke: 1rd like to return to the question about whether the subglacial
drainage system is a cavity system or a tunnel system, and specifically
to the point lhat the tunnel system should lead to much lower water
pressures if you intersect it with a bore hole. This would mean that, at
least in some bore hole experiments where there are a number of holes on
a glacier, we should see some holes which connect fairly close to tunnel
systems, and therefore should show relatively low fluctuating water
pressures. Conversely, there should be more holes that connect to the
cavity system and which would therefore show relatively high water
levels that also fluctuale' As far as I am aware, nobody has observed
this. This raises the question of how important is the tunnel system,
and related to that the question of what happens as we go from the
center line of a glacier out to the side. Bob Bindschadler did some
calculations on this a few,years back which show that the piezometric
head should drop off rather sharply near an axial tunnel. That might
mean that at some places near the sides of a glacier we would see
relatively high pressures related to a tunnel system rather than a
cavity system. That brings me to a somewhat different problen; if the
cenler of the glacier is decoupled from the bed or nearly decoupled from
the bed as we think my be the case on storglaciären, where should we be
trying to measure water pressures to find a correlation between water
pressure and the surface movement? Should we be boring holes near the
sides of the glacier, since much of the glacier is probably supported by
shear along the sides?
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Iken: In our boreholes, in total '11 in spring 19a2, the water-levels all
had approxj,mte1y the sile depth below surface irrespect.ive of wtrether
they were near the center or closer to the margin. I nust admit that
very close to the margin we had no coanections, so they were smi-margi-
naI and central, but they were roughly all at the same depth,

Kamb: Ird Iike to respond to an earlier statement. An experience that we
had some years aqo on Blue Glacier is relevant to this and to Almut's
question about whether water levels would really tre low. On part of Blue
Glacier we ilrillecl many holes. The water level fluctuations were very
large in these holes. some holes atid not connect for a lonq time, some
never connected, and some connected and. then later closed off. But there
was one hole which penetrated a subglacial stream, or very close to j-t.
The waler level went all the way to the bottom, and a float that we
lowered into the hole went about four times the thickness of the ice
into the glacier and then was pulled back to exactly the thickness of
the ice, where it jarmed. For that case itrs very clear that for some
time the water level was right at the bottom. There was atmospheric
pressure in the basal water system, and yet the water leve1 in most
boreholes alid not drop to the bottom. And so we shouldn't too readily
assume that i-f there is a low water pressure in the tunnels you can
necessarily detect j,t in bore holes.

Röthlisberger3 I think when we intend to detect water pressures in the
maj-n system, then we also have to adapt the method - to blast those
holes where the water is not draining.

In our experience, blasting usually has helped but sometimes considera-
bly later. In one case where we first blasted, then left lhe glacier'
and later came back, we could even reconstruct that the hole had drained
in the meantime and then started to fill up again. There is also a

dj-fference between smll glaciers and large glaciers. It makes a very
big clifference whether you have to alrill only 150 m or whether you are
in the range of glacier thickness of 300 to 400 m' At over 400 m the
water imediately disappeared even in the very quiet Gorner Glacier wtren

we reached this depth, because I think that at 4 bar overpressure the
ice crackedi if enough water is avai-lable to flow into the hole, the
connection to a nearby drainage channel will be established. That is
what we have almost consistendly observed. even at a major rock riegel
of Gornergletscher, though not without sone difficulties. vie had to wait
for hours after blasting before we were really sure that the water was
draining. Afteffard.s we had to keep melt streams diverted into the hole
to keep it working. So, of course, one can say this is a bad method for
measuring anything, because by introducing a major disturbance, the
exact meaning of the results may. be doubtful. However, if you donrt
apply this treatment, the holes close off and are completely useless.

Bngelhardt: I think at variegated Glacier we had holes 400n or 350m

deep. Iilost of then, if not all of them, connected with a drainage system
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after a time, if not during alrilling.

3 tüarcl' antt "soft' glacier betls

Earrison: This is a speech on termj-nol-ogy. First, I want to take excep-
tion to the term I'bedrock'r. In English it has the connotation of 'rsolitl
rock", and I tlon't think we should ever use that term for the "basal
zone" of a glacier unless we have observational evidence that betlrock
really exists at the base of the ice. Notice that the "base of the ice"
may not even be well-definetl because ice rnay graade conti-nuously into
debris. A1so, j-t woulcl be unfortunate if the terms "hard" and "soft"
bedls becane established. At some sites on BIue Glacier we think lhat
there is a'faitly thin tayer of rock debris under the ice, and perhaps
bedrock below that. Is this a "hard" bed or a "soft" bed? Just what do
we mean by the "bed" in this situati-on? Rather than or "soft",
neither of which seems to describe the "basa1 zone" of BIue clacier,
less danage would be clone by the whimsical terms "good" and "batl", which
express our theoretical fanlasies without creating false impressions
about what is really aiown there. "Good" woulil apply to a sharp j-ce-be-
drock interface, and "bad" to everything e1se. Also, I think that stan
Päterson is right to use the term "basal molj-on" rather than "basal
slj,ding". on a "bad" betl the "sliding" might be distribuled over a
finite thj-ckness. Of course such distributed motion could be accompanied
by cliscrete slicling on the top of a deforming debris layer, for example.
"Basa1 motion" seems a good collective term. Loose terminology is
serious because it promotes incorrect paradigms, which, like the termi-
nology that helped start them, are virtually impossible to correct. A
classic example of loose terminofogy is "mini surge" whj-ch premturely
implies an undemonstrated causal similarity between surges and short
period motion events.

Raymond.: I want to make a coment about hard and soft beds, I think we
may see these hard and sofl substrates or whatever in combination,
perhaps i-n combj-nation on a fairly sml1 scale, basically unlithified
material with bedrock bunps sticking up through it.

4 water storage and uplift

Hooker Irtl like to ge! away from termlnology a bit. One thj-ng that I
wanted to bring up this afternoon is the question of what do the
cav.ities at the base of the glacier actually look like. The comon
thought is that there are Ledlges or bumps and ice seBarates from there
with a fairly smooth ice-water or ice-air contact coming off the top of
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the bump. If you look at a glacier bed you won,t final a lot of cavity-
vo]-ume that can be fomed by separation frm the tops of bumps of the
sort of size that we see. The problem that I have is this: on Slorgla-
ci-ären we think we can measure the separation of the ice from the beal,
anal we think we get average values of the order of 300 !o 500 nrn (avera-
gedl over a large area of the becl). Similarly the water balance studies
on South Cascade clacier (Tangborn and olhers, '1975, IASH pub1. 1O4,
p.185-196) suggest that 800 to 1000 m of water were stored. some place
either in or under the glacier. From the concept we have of cavity size
ancl betl geometry, I alonrt think we can store that amount of water
subglacially. But at the sme time I alonrt think qre can store it engla-
cia11y either, - as englacial water pockets cannot enlarge fast enough
to absorb the water as it is cming into the system. - There is no way
to generate the excess pressure necessary within the cavities !o enlarge
the cavities that rapitlty. Thus I really have a problem visualizing
these cavities. Are our calculations of cavity volume all off? If so,
why?

Eallet: I night offer a partial response to your question. If you look
carefully at' proglacial beits, it is possible to work out the geometry of
the cavities, a transformed geometry. I believe that Joe Walder showed
an illustration of this work. But you can also estimate the volme of
the cavities from the step height and from the inferred. geometry of the
cavity. And as I remember, we calculated that the water storage was
equivalent to a layer a decimeter or so in thickness over the entire
glacier, which is the range of the values previously discussed.

AIso, I might atld that the total area of the bed where separation occur-
red between the glacier bed antt the glacier amounted to 20 to 30 percent
of the glacier beal. So cavitation can be very extensj-ve even for
glaciers that are moving very slowly.

Engelhartlt: Is this glacier a special case? I remember, itrs very rough
and very cavitatecl.

Eal'let: No, I am not referring to Grinnell Glacier, of which I showed a
picture this morning, Irn speaking of two other glaciers where the rock
bed is not nearly as led.ge-tlolhi-nated and is more like the low roughness
beds that werre more familiar and rnore comfortable with.

Iken: The snoother bed.s have a larger area covered by cavities than the
rougher beals if other conditions are the sane.

Eooke: Say you have 50t of the bedl coveretl by cavities. That would mean
that for an average of 500 m of separalion, the inclividual cavities
would have to be 1 R high.
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L1iboutry: Itiaybe at some places i-n ttre glaciers a subglacial lake forms;
not with a free surface, of course.

Now, I shoulal like to coment on a quite tlifferent point. This morning
EcheLmeyer asked, "Has the sliding of a cold glacier on härd. bedrock
ever been observed, and does a cold glacier on hard bed rockeven exist?'r
Wel1, there is a case j-n the mountains above the Bergschrund.. Anal the
problem is one of knowing if there are erosive processes under these
circumstances.

Röthlisberger: Just a short renark to the question of what do these
cavities l"ook like at depth, Why should they be much different from what
we see at the edge of the glacier? On Aletsch we have huge cavj-ties as
high as this roon and you can go down, say, 50 m where you come to the
surface of a lake, while the hole goes on filled with water. I have
always trfresumed if you 90 all the way down, then the water pressure
increases because of the higher elensities and the average cavj-ty would
become larger. But why should it have a different shape? In the case
where we have a hard bed, we have si-milar conditions, sinilar roughness
and the same sliding speeds over the bedrock.

llathess: I was just going to ask Almut a question. She had uplift as a
measure of the cavity d.evelopment at the base. How do you know it is at
the base rather than somewhere meters or tens of meters above the base?

tlolcl: 1 am not going to answer Dr. Iulathewrs question, but I have had
some of the same thoughts. At the base of Bondhusbreen we canrt see many
cavities at the very betl. But we have found a few water filled. cavities
1 m or 2 m up in the ice, and I don't think these are water pockets
coming fron above. We often find very well sorted. material in these
pockets. So I think it night have been part of a subglacial tunnel or
systems of some sort that have been sealed off later, either at the base
of the glacier or in the glacier.

Eooke; es I just noted, the rate at which this storage seems to take
place, be it measured by uplift or as we have on Storglaciären, is too
large to be accounted 4or by opening of storage spaces englacially
simply by the pressure of the water. They have to open in some other way
1n order to store lhe water above the bed,

Raymond.; We have been talking extensively about the subglacial hydraulic
system anal I think this recent discussion is very useful and important.
However, we shouldnit neglect what does exist and could exist possj"bly
insiale the glacier. The internal drainage system wi-1l affect the subgla-
cj-a1 hydraulic system, tlepending on how the waler gets down to the bed.
I also think internal storage within glacj-ers may be very important. For
example acceleration of ice motion in winter may involve a transfer of
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water from an internal positi-on to a basal position.

Engelhardt3 During alrilling, we sometimes encountered internal water
pockets and free fall of the drill over sone meters.

Lliboutrlr: This may be a closed crevasse. There is, for exanple, the
case of the disaster of Saint cervais. A very biq pocket of water formed
in the glacier of Tete Rousse and. caused a disaster at the turn of the
century. This was in a very smll glacier, one which had been tlimini-
shing for a long time, 40 years at least. In my opinion, there was cold
ice at the front, inpeding drain-off of the water by a normat channel.
!{ater entered the crevasse in smer and was stored because cold condi-
tions sealed it in. Several years later another cavity formed, and it
was emptied by a tunnel. But these are rare cj-rcmstances, and not the
nomal situat4on.

5 F1ow law of basal ice

Haeberli: To calculate reasonable water pressures in glaciers, unusually
high values for the ice flow 1aw coefficient have to be chosen. But in
fact, it is known that ice containing some debris can be softer than
clean ice. As we heard from Keith Echelmeyer this morning, it. can be up
to about 500 times softer. This may be more than appropriate for the
required closure rate of conduj-ts. If we look more closely at the basal
layer of glaciers, and also at the work of permfrost specialists who
study the deformation of frozen clays and silts, could we not perhaps
find that. this basal layer where the channels are supposed to be is
actually much softer than clean ice?

Iken: But what you fincl quotetl in the literature, or in Stan Patersonrs
book, is not that high. If I take for instance the Wisconsin ice relati-
ve to other ice, lhen this is not enough to explain the high water
table. Now, Keith's figures are quite alifferent. However, perhaps that
cannot be conpared. ltrs an i-nteresting questj-on.

Haeberli: Iiell, Keithrs values are astonishing, I have to agree. In the
whole permafrost literature, I think, it is completely unique that a
debris-ice mixture defoms 500 times faster than pure ice. So this is a
really interesting case. However, the grain size dj"stribution plays an
important role, not only for frozen soils but also for non-frozen soils.
There should be much more direct observation on what is rea1ly at the
glacier bed. For instance, electrodes could be put down the many bore
holes which are tlrillecl to lhe glacier bed, to see whether the bed
consists of a thin or a lhick layer of sediments or just bedrock. In
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addition tbe time ctrange of conductivity of the glacier bed would. be
inalicative of whatever changes are going on within the material. crain
size and, water content, for i-nstance, have a substantial, influence on
the resi-stivity of non-consolialateal sediments. It woulat atso be intere-
sting to compare radio-echo soundings, which should go to the bed on1y,
with seismic soundings which could go deeper, of course. The combination
of these two methods could give an indication of whether Variegated
Glacier, for exanpl-e, rests on 10 crn or on 100 m of sediments. perhaps
Charlie Raymond. can coment on this point.

Raynond: I canrt give an answer, but Hemann suggested we go the problem
of hard. or soft beal antl we went straight back to cavities.

Echeheyex; Wel1, one thi-ng I didnrt mention in my talk was that I did
look in' the pemfrost literature and extrapolated results which they
tested at a much higher strain rale. So itrs rather tlifficult to extra-
polate down to whatis happening underneath the thin glacier. But for
silty pemafrost - taking flow laws that people observed in the 1ab - I
came out very close with what I observed, at least to the same order of
magritude. Now, I donrt think thatrs exceptionally soft. And perhaps
werre not used to thinking of permafrost as being soft, but it appears
it is softer than what you expect. And Wilfriecl, you said that a high
silt content may mke a permafrost weak. I think that may be very impor-
tant. The drift under the glacier in China was full of silt and clay,
and. that may mke it very soft. claciers which may have this basal layer
of silty permafrost or silty clay and water with ice-rich permafrost
night be very soft.

Kaeb: There is something along these lines I want to mention. In
Shoestring Glac.ier on Mount St. Helens, Mindy Brugman discovered that a
zone of tlebris-rich ice above the basal ice was deforming ia the oraler
of a thousand times faster than it would according to expectation from
Glenrs flow law. Essentially all the motion of the glacier is accomoda-
ted not by slicling but by alefomation, intraglacial deformtion within
this debris-rich zone. In Variegated clacier during the surge, thrusting
occurred across thin layers of d.ebris-rich ice, similar to the ice in
the debris-rich zones in Shoestring clacier. The j-ce in the examples
shown from Matanuska clapier had very similar characteristics in tems
of layering of debris-rich laminae in an ice matrix. lle seem to have in
these examples a flow phenonenon that is of considerable interest and
thaL may relate to what Dr. Haeberli is talking about.

Lliboutry: Irtl like to ask Echelmeyer whether he has measured the ionic
conlent of the soj-l. Were there not enough ions to lower the melting
temperature at -4oC?

Echel-meyer: No, I havenrt measured it anal that could be a problem,
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it seems to ne itrs sort of a basic problem to any peffifrost. you have
such a lot of solid materials that if yoü. have just a liquid-like layer,
isnrt there 9oin9 to be a high ionic sa].t content in the liquid-U-ke
layer? I think thatrs a big problem. Whatrs temperate then in that kj,nal
of case? Is there llquid water there? Anal how much?

Emke: I was also interested. in this tteforming ttirt layer and was going
to pose a question to Keith. These results that you have from the fieldt
seem to iliffer substantially from one we got a long time ago from
laboratory experiments on defornation of dirty ice. The clearest aliffe-
rence I can see concerns the temperature, in that our experiments were
be.ing run at about -9 or -10 oC. I am wondering whether you think there
coulil be a much higher temperature dependence of the rheology of tlirty
ice congared to clean ice.

EcheLneyer: lie had. different places on the glacier, some were -2 oC and
some were -4o !o -5o, and -4o was sti-ll quite tleformable. I think if I
remenber correctly you weren'! dealing with 70t solid materialr you were
dealing with may be 10 to 20t sol-itl material.

Eooke: Our highest was 35* by volume.

Echeheyer: I think thatrs a very big difference. Because Lf you d.o have
a liquicl-like layer around a very high concentration of solid material,
and that solidl-solid j-nteraclion is important, then the water i-n between
can be very important. However, when you are looking at much smller
concentrations, half as much solitl, as in your case, I think that can
make a big difference. It appears that. ice with a relatively low solids
concentration is stiff rrhile ice with a very high tlebris content roay be
weäk and. soft. Your elq)eriments involvecl a low concentration of solids,
our subglaci.al drift had a high concentration of soU-ds.

liatherrs: I have one conment about the pernafrost. If you hatl a layered
succession of sand-c1-ay-sanal at -4oC, the clay is likely to be unfrozen
in the sense that the interstitial water is liquid, not solicl, but the
sand above and below will be'frozen. So there you might have an opportu-
nj-ty for a really slippery 91ide along the clay layer, even though the
acljacent sand layers are solial.
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6 Contlitions at the glacier base

I{eertran: Coultl the emphasis be on settling what is at the bed of
various glaciers, witbout wonying right now about the various results.
Except in a few cases, there doesnrt seem to be any definj-te knowled.ge
of just what is und.er these glac.iers. It seems like the cart is put
before the horse in all this.

Earrison: Itrs been this way a long time and even longer than your
theory, because it's been known to glacial geologists for a hundred
years that there is not always bedrock under glaciers.

lleertman:,I think all of us were aware of this too.

Earrison: Well, there are dj-fferent levels of awareness. (laughter)

Enge]-hardt: V,Ie are certainly aware of this, and even under the cleanest
condj-tions you see these striati-ons on a well, poti-shed glacier bed, so
at some point some tools have to have been scratching and some subsole
drift - even a very smll amount - has to come along. So under cond.i-
tions where there is clean sliding, you probably see some rock comj-ng
along occasionally .

Ealletr With regard to the abrasional features, I agree that most of
what you see can be explained by the motion of a subsole dri-f!. But
there are aletaileal observations of striations that are suggestive of
scattered rock fragments in a viscous mterial, And the fact that they
fom l-ong continuous, curvilinear striae that are smoothly deflected by
bed obstacles suggests that fragments in the ice are moving without
interference with one another. These obseryations suggest that, at least
under certain conditions, basal ice contaj-ns only scattered fragments.
So the question remains very open. And I donrt think that abrasion is
generally due to an active subsole drift.

I night add that on certairn occasions we do see striae that jog and cto
seem to reflect some disturbance, but theytre reatly the exception. Over
a few square meters of bedrock you may see a few of these, whereas a1l
of the rest delineate smooth paths without sj-gms of particle interac-
tions.

Karnb: Bernard, why do you think that active drift is impossible in that
situation? The clasts that we see al the bottom of borehole wal1s - at
the top of the subsole alrift - are often observed to move around in
irreg.ular ways, to "seethe", as we say. I d.onrt see why you coulalnrt
have such seething at the bottom of the subsole alrift - some clasts
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aoving along together, and some turning over in odd ways and. making
slriae 90 in odd directions,

Eallet: In general I think yourre correct. It would. be haral to distin-
guish. but in a few cases we can see the ice and the fragments going
aromd obstacles. You can stuaty the tletail of how the fragments respond
to the obstacle. AnaI if they all follow the same nice linear path
pattern with very tight curvatures, that would suggest that werre not
dealing with subsole atrift, because I view that as being much more a
mass of j-nterlocking grains. And it would be difficult to accomodate the
strains that are necessary to actually produce the curving striae. In
general though, I d.o agree that it is difficult to distinguish.

gaeberli: T\e geographj-cal distribution of rock and sed.irent becls in the
Alps ind.icates that it's necessary to look at entire glaciers, and not
only at glaciers but also at the surrounding rock walls and what the
melt-water stream is doing. If the accmulation area of the glacier is
f1at, then the stones go to the Bergschrund and to the bed anat end up as
fine-grained material at the glacier bed. But if accumulat.ion areas are
steep, rocks can travel far into the accumulation area and they never
get in contact with the betl. The fines greatly influence the mechanical
properlies of the subglaclal mterial. In many glaciers, there are sort
of barriers against the evacuati-on of fine material. In one case it is
permafrost or ground water flow which does not really a11ow much fine
material to be carried away. In the other cases it is the proximi-ty,
perhaps, of the sea level or a lake Ievel. When considering glacier
beds, one should therefore not restric! the view to a borehole.

Frgelhartlt: But on Vari.egated clacier, mny boreholes were dril].eal in
tlifferent parts of the glacier and clean bedrock was never seen - there
was always loose stuff and we removed sometimes a 1ot of debris from our
boretroles .

Iken: But dialnrt you say that you always found in all of these boreholes
that the layer of sediment was very thin, something like 10 cm at. t'he
most? !{asnrt that also the case?

Engelharalt: Yes, my experience from cable toolingr and I think I could
convince Barclay too, is that this subsole atrift layer is in the order
of 10 cm. Maybe l,fi11 is more cautious on this.

Earrison: I personally alonrt think you can say.

Clarke: Would you be able to atistinguish subglac.ial bedrock through that.
layer from a hi-gh1y consol-id.ated till layer? Because thatrs rrha! Geoff
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Boulton antl I both believe is under the active subsole clrift layer.

Engelhartlt: Yes, you can distj-nguish because the cäb1e tool behaves

::l* 
alifferently in unconsolidated. sediments and on bed. rock. lve trieal

Clarke (interrupts): No, but consolidated sedi-ments ...

Eagelhardt (conlinues): Yes, even !hen. A consolidated beal is never as
rigial as bedrock and we tested our cable tool on bedrock. The advance of
the cable tool on bedrock after clrilling several hours is only just
nillj-meters, and in consolidateal ti11 or in sedirnents it is just fa11in9
lhrough. p.lso in debris-1aden ice it is advancing fast. So we had to be
very careful not to get wedged in.

Clarke: We11, if you have a basketbatl-sized boulder, would you be able
to distinguish that?

Eagelharalt: No, then j-n this case, no.

Harrison: I donrt agree with that. I tlonrt think we can te11. If that
stuff is very actlve, it just comes into the hole and. we can't tell
whatrs und.erneath it - whether itrs consolidated sediment or bedrock. It
is a mtter of opinion, as you can see.

Eal-let: It seems to me that the quest.ion came up after looking at few
boreholes. We haven't spoken of the vast cavities that have been opened
up artificially under several glaciers. Like, for exampl-e clacier
clrArgentiäre where I remember the title of an article by prof. Vivian
who talked about 104U m2 of the ice-rock interface being exposed. There
yourre no longer guessing about whatrs there. And also on the Bondhu-
sbreen there was exlensive exposure, and there B. Wold and co-workers
actually saw two very different types of beds. One was very clean rock
with very, very few frabments and, at least in one place, there was
sufficient alebris, so that it was impossible to tell whether there was
actually bed,rock nearby or not. Thus I stress that there is considerable
infomation about a few of these glaciers, and it would be worthwhile to
introduce this into the discussion.

Sharp: I would. just like to say that when you walk around many recently
tleglaciatecl areas, you can see in very short distances the transition
from the sort of phenomenon that Geoff Boulton was describj-ng where
yourve got' a thick til1 with a two-layered structure, the top of which
is defomed., which passes laterally as it wedges out against bed.rock
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bumps, into what t{ill would. describe as subsole drift, - just a thi-n
layer of clasts - and then the debris dj-sappears completely. Itrs very
interesting that although we know that the till has been defoming,
either the till canrt defom over the bedrock bumps or we get some sort
of transition in the relationship between the behaviour of the ice and
the behaviour of the debris, so that the ice can start to invade the
tlebris and reincorporate it ancl shift it over the bealrock bumps. f think
there are a lot of problems there that we just donrt understand at all,
which are crucial to the understanau-ng of the way the bed is going to
behave.

Lliboutry: I^te have to distlnguish two main cases: the mountain glaciers
where there is the problem of erosion, the problem of surge and things
like that and the second case .is the problem of large ice sheets, as
Quaternary ice sheets, where there is no! only drift and sill. but true
clay. For instance, near Grenoble, we have a compact clay called tiuite
which is said to be lacustrine deposit that has been compressed by the
ice of the Quaternary big glaciers. This has never been obsened under
actual glaciers. If we could say something about the clays, and other
soft material- that was deposited before the big gtacial advances, this
would give hints about the good boundary conditions for large i-ce
sheets .

Robin: Radio echoes from the glacier bed recorded during radio-echo
sounding show fading patterns that have been used by Doake and others to
measure relative motj-on between the surface and bedrock. On Flening
Glacier, Antarctica, the difference between this relative motion and
surface motion by survey triangulation was interpreted as showing basal
sliding. This indicates that fai-rly big di-electric irregularities,
probably basal morainal boulders, were moving along in the ice. This
method of studying basal moraine by radio-echo soundi-ng shows pronise.
It would be a major and expensive project using a range of radio
frequencies and would. require competent raclio physisists to carry it
out.

Lliboutry: Since we are talking about technolog:y, I suggest a major
development. I thj-nk that below one hundred or several hmdred meters,
ice is almost bubble-free. So,, why not develop some type of echography,
I mean to stutty the cavities with ultrasonic waves in the same way that
we now look at the development of a foetus by echography. Starting from
several hundred meters deep, in a region where there are no more
bubbles.

Engelharalt: Yes, that can be done. But stilf in radio-echo sounding
there is a big future. A combination of radio-echo sounding and high
frequency seisnj-c work is also a very good tool because radio-echo
sounding stops at the ice-water interface.
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ltathews: Yes, I m going to mke a p1u9 for some of the soil mechanics
studies on first of aI1 fine graj-n sediments that may have been or may
stil1 be under a glacier, and later on on the tills. I mentj-oned the
fine-grained sediments first, as they are more amenable to investiga-
tion. AnaI one such investj-gation night be undertaken by Roger Hooke and
his associates in tbe Desrcines lobe to findl out whether these are
heavi3-y consolidated or preconsolid.ated, or whether they are poorly
consolialatetl sed.iments. under the section which was overridd.en by the
Desmoines lobe and then you may be able to telt whether itrs low
gratlient or high grad.ient tl?e surface. Irn sti11 supporting the low
gradient, I mi-ght say.

gooke: Werve been on the lookout for places where this could be d.one in
Minnesota, but it takes a very special drainage condition to be able toj-nterprel ice thicknesses from the preconsolidation test. you have soil
that has not been exposed. to the atmosphere that has been continuously
wet and, yet, is also well drained, It is unusual to get those condi-
ti-ons.

llathews! WelI, I m glatt to hear you're looki-ng.

Eallet: There are considerable d.ata on preconsolidation values for titl.
For the Seattle area, for example, the ice sheet reconstructions points
to about a 1000 m of ice about 13000 years ago. you woulcl expect a total
pressure of only about a hundred bars. The average over consolidation
pressure is only about '10 bars or so, suggesting that the maximum effec-
tive stresses that were there for a sufficient time to consolidate the
subglacial ctay ctid not exceed 1O or 20 bars, a smll fraction of the
total basal ice pressure. Such low effective stresses also appear neces-
sary to permit the rapid sliding that appears to have occurred over this
area.

Röthlisberger: That's the same impressi"on that I got fron talkingt to
geologists; That you never get high overburden pressure and the explana-
tion was that the pore water pressure had always been high when there
was thick ice over these sed.iments. The consolidation then is only given
by the tlifference between .i-ce pressure and pore water pressure. Am I
right?

llathews: Yes.
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7 Abrasion

Räthlisberger: I just want to give a simple answer to Barclay Kmbrs
question about what is the reason for such a large difference in the
abrasion between noffi1 and surgiing glaciers. ln my opinion the factor
which is most important is the loss of ice at the beal" tet us look at an
intlividual boulder pressing against the bed. It wears off at the base in
slicling and gets pressed into the ice, so that abrasion will eventually
cease. Therefore, the pressure of this boulder ägainst the becl depends
not on the overburden but on the rate of disappearance of ice around the
boulder. Let us now consider the time factor. Spread out over 20 years,
the abrasion rate of the indliviclual boulder is small, because the
boulder is continuously pressett into the ice, if the rate of nelting of
basal ice is lw. Conversely, in the case of a surge. a lot of ice is
melting away over a short d.istance of sliiling. The boulder cannot be
pressed into the glacier as fast as it becomes exposed. This is the
reason, why the abrasive tool becomes far more efficient over a few
months than when the process is spread over the length of 20 years.

Rayuond: As I understand the theory of sliding over a bmpy bed, most of
the actual ice deformtion occurs not rj-ght at the interface, but some
distance above the inlerface. The distance is relateal to the wave length
and would be about a sixth of the wave length above t'he beal interface.
Is that right, Barclay?

Kamb: Whatts the role of that deformation in this?

Ralnond: This is where the energy dj-ssipated in the creep sliding would
appear, somewhat above the interface. So I wonder if that is significant
with regard to the problem.

Kamb: I think Hans is talking about a grinding of the obstacle over the
bed.

Ralmortlr Thatrs right. His idea - and I think what Martin says is that
itts pressed against the beal because ice is melting from the very bottom
of the glacier so1e. But if the liquid phase appears up within the ice
some distance above the beil. then this woulal change that somewhat.

rrmh: oh, then i-t Houldn't be slialing. The energ:y dissipation in sliding
would occur at the interface.

Ralmond3 In the sliding theory, the interface is supposedly slippery
anil, in fact, there i,s no energy tlissipation theret it's some dislance
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away.

Kanb: There will be dissipation of energl, at the boundary, where the
slipping i-s occurring.

Ralmoncl: Thatrs friction,

Kanbr There is a driving stress there and therers motion there. All of
the slidling energy would be dtissipateal at the ice-rock interface, not
within the ice.

Sharp: l,think yourve got rock friction as well Charlie. yourve got
friction between the clast you transport and ...

Ralmond.: Yes, yourve got friction at the interface.

Kamb: Even if you don't have frict.ion, you stitl get all of the sliating
energy dissipated at the interface. That is where the relative motion is
that does the woxk that dissipates the sliding energy as heat.

Ralmond: That may be true in reality, but in theory?

Kaob: In the theory itts there also.

tooke: l{hat is the relationship between a single rock retreatj-ng into
the ice sole due to deformation around the rock and the situation we
seem to lhink exists at the bottom of Variegated clacier, where there is
a layer of subsole atrif! which the ice does not penetrate? It seems to
me that the theory Martin Sharp uses to calculate abrasion is based. upon
a sparse concentration of rock particles in basal ice moving over hard
rock. It appears that this is not the condition which we have at all. so
I donrt think that any of this d.iscussion real1y addresses the problem
yet as to why there is so much extra mterial produced by surging
glaciers.

Sharp: I think itrs a bit rushed to proceed from obsewations in a few
bore holes in a very smll area of the glacier to assume that we have
subsole drj,ft over the whole glacier bed. I think that what Charlie said
about mixed beds makes a 1ot more sense to me. That se*s a more reaso-
nable configiuration for the betl. I think there may well be places where
werve got a clean beal.
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Robin: I agree with Martj-n Sharp, but it looks likely that "s1idinq"
velocity or 'rbasal deformation" velocity lf you call it that, is one of
the parameters. One poj-nt that I tried to make was that field evidence
indicates that the proportion of slicling is often greater when bedrock
inclination is steep, If this is so, headwalls of fjords and va11ey
glaciers should erode more rapidly than sections where basal slopes are
small. This fits the general pattern of evidence from geomorphology.

LLiboutry: There seem to be two paradoxes. First, if really there is
abrasion where there is contact within ice and bedrock, why are there
wavy bedrocks at all? Why do they not disappear with tine? And the
second paradox is, if a fast-sliding glacier makes more abrasion than a
slow-sliding glacier, why are there overdeepen.ings? In an over-deepening
the glacier is very thj-ck, and the ice sl-ides very slowly. The answer to
the second paradox comes from Hansr remrk: when ther:e is very slow
sliding, more ice can melt with geothermal heati it mkes only 1 cm
maybe per year, but with tine this is enough to have always debris
eroding. Above a riegel it is not the case; sliding is very fast and
once the rock has been pushed into the ice it goes over without having
time to go out. As for the first paradox (small scale microrelief), one
nust not forget the process of quarrying. I doubt whether in the case of
Variegated Glacier the very big erosion was not more quarrying than
abrasion.

Eallet: Ird like to coment on that, and actually gei back to the point
that Will raised earller, and that is that we know very 1itt1e about the
relative importance of abrasion and quarrying. And also I want to stress
that we donrt know the importance of subglacial water erosion; the
energy flux due to subglacial water flow is high and, hence, can do a
lot of work. Subglacial streams my not simply carry mterial, they
probably erode the bed as we1l, as evidenced by erosj-onal mrks that
seem to result clearly from water erosion. An instructive way to get at.
this problem is to think about the continuity of clebris and also of bed
roughness. As you mention one can take up abrasion, and abrasion will
lend to wipe out roughness elements but you need to have a source. And
of course plucking will give you a good source of roughness elements.
Furthermore, abrasion acts as a very good sink for debris - j-t wi-ll lend
to wear down the debris as well as wear down the bumps. Of course,
another good sink of tlebris is subglacial fluvial entraiment. So one
can think of many sinks for ciebris, We obviously need sources. of
course, sources can come from the upper part of the glacier, supergla-
cial debri-s is incorporated, but you probably need a source near the
bed. And I would ascertaj-n that that is plucking and so the question
does remin, Martin, as t'o how do you partition the erosions. A1so, if
you try to model the erosion of Variegated clacier and the production of
alebris, you should incorporate the dominant processes, and not linit
yourself to onLy abrasion which may only be a part of the whole erosio-
nal scheme.
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Sharp: Yes, I agree with that complelely. I donrt want to pretend that I
was modelling the total erosion by the glacier, This woulal simply be the
contribution of one process to see whether it coulal contribute to the
production of the fine-grained. material which we measure in the streams.

8 Surge rnechanisns

Engelhartlt: Can we now tritch to the last point: surge mechanisms?
Although there is only a sub-group here actively working on surging
glaciers, f invite everybody else to join the d.iscussion anal bring up
new questions.

Clarke; I would like to coment on a very interesting progTession on the
view graphsi The fj-rst one had surge mechani,sms with brackets around the
"s". And the second time it appeared, it was plural, surge mechanisms
with no tentativeness at all. And now we have the "s" disappear entj-re-
1y. (laughter). My coment was going to be that I donrt think there is
any reason to believe that there is more than one mechanism. We my
dlsagree about what it is, but there is no suggest.ion that there should
be two mechanisms. T t-hink the geographical distribution of surging
glaciers, for example, the concentration in Alaska and yukon strongly
points to a single mechanism. The other piece of evj-dence that I would
contribute is something that Simon Omanney reported in lceland. (Clarke
et al. 1986: Clarke, c.K.C., Schmock, J., Omanney, C.S.L., and Collins,
s.G. 1986. Characteristics of surge-type glaciers. Journal of ceophysi-
cal Research, in press). we alid an analysis of the j-nfluence of glacier
length on the probability that a glacier i-s surge-type. There are 2356
glaciers in the Yukon that we looked at and we broke them into 1engt.h
bins like the 0 to 1 km bin, the 2 to 3 etc. and then found. what the
concentration of surge-type glaciers was in each bin; there is a monoto-
nic increase from a very low value of surge probability of about 0.6 I
ia the shortest Length category, monotonically increasing to about 65 ?
in the longest category. Well, this firsL of alt says that surging
glaciers tend to be 1ong. But the second. thing is, if there were two
mechanisms, then I woulal have expected perhaps some evidence of a
bimoclal distribution representing a short glacier mechanisn and a long
glaci-er mechanlsm. There is no hint of two mechanisms from that analy-
sis. It's a very democratic notion that we can incorporate many mecha-
nisms, but Irm not sure that lrm too happy with that result.

Robin: Am I correct, Garry, in thinking that your conclusion also was
that there was a concentration of surging glaciers in tectonically
active regions?

Clarke: Well, the St. Elias mountains are certainly that and that is the
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region we were looking at. Where they are concentrated. i-n the yukon is a
region of high elevation, rugged. terrain, and very high glaciation limit
as Ostrem defines it. That part of the northern Sl. Elias mountains
seems to be the most rugged and perhaps the most uplifted.. So I have a
notion that there could be a connection with geomorphically young lands-
capes. It may also have something to do with the bedrock permeability.
If you have very high bedrock pemeability, that's a situation that
favours the development of a thick tj_ll cover, whereas if you have a
relatively i-mpermeable beil, then you canrt develop thick till layers
because high pore pressures will flush them out.

Robin: Coulal I foltow with the suggestj-on that there are more surging
glaciers in tectonically active reglons because the bedrock relief is
more irregular? Under stable conditions, bedrock irregulariti-es nay well
be eroded dgwn to a smoother fom after say 10,000 to 100,000 years.
This smoother fom my no longer be adequate for the surging mod.e of
flow to continue.

Lliboutry: This is not the way of properly tackling the problem in
statistics. lle must look at the principal components and things like
that. The fact that there is a tectonic region and the fact that there
are batholithes and big mountai-ns, are correlated. Also the fact that
the area is a natj-onal park is correlated to it. Surges occur more
frequently in national parks. (Enthusiastic consent in the aud.ience),

Roland: The geographical clistribution of the surges my indicate that
there are dj-fferent trigger mechanisms.

Engelhardt: I donrt thj-nk that statistics can help us a 1ot. I think we
ought to cone back to basic physical applications,

Earrison! I thj-nk that you can't ignore the statistics of the non-random
geographi-c distribution of surging glaciers in North America. Theyrre
not just scattered. There is infomation there. I think itrs fine to
focus on physical lrechanisms but itrs not the only way to approach the
problem. 1

Fowlers Can I just ask carry Clarke: if he thinks there is only one
mechanism, then presumably whatrs going to happen on Traprj"tlge will be a
bit tlifferent to what happenetl on Variegated, so do you consider those
to be essentially the same mechanism, or d.o you think that the way in
lvhich the drainage system is destroyed makes it different?

C]-arker I suppose I would suggest in the Variegateat situation, that
there is a mixed. drainage systm. That could explaj-n how holes can be
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well connected to a subglacial drainage network, sonething that could
not be explaj,necl if there were a uniform soft becl under the gläcier.

wolal: when we are discussing surge mechanism, we should also renember
that we have other surging glaciers not mentioned here earlier, I^te have
tj-de water glacier surging and we also have sm1l glaciers surging. In
Spitsbergen we have glaciers that are only 3 or 4 km2 that are surging
glaciers and they seem to have a block-like movement. you can find quite
undisturbed surface on the top of the glacier after the surge.

Italters: As long as wetre talking about title water glaciers, Columbia
Glacier is a nice exanple in that, if you took on a seasonal basis, or
even a smll tlme scale basis, it seems to have a fair}y good channeli-
zed drainage systm although itrs a rapidly moving glacier. Anal the big
differenie in this case is that there is an end pressure relation where
the sea level pressurizes the whole bed. perhaps, you can learn soinet-
hing by sinking a bore hole into that type of glacier.

flallet: May I go back to the geographical distribution of surging
glaciers in North America? There is that classic paper by - was it Meier
anal Post? - showing that renarkable apparent correspondence between the
Denali fault and surging glaciers. And I wonder if it's totally unreaso-
nable to think that, if debris seems to play a ro11 in surge behavi-our,
surging glaciers are grouped along major faults because they have
distinct debris budgets. After all, in the vicinity of an active fault,
there is more seismic activity, and more frequent and abundant rock falL
activity. So there may be a causal relationship there,

Engelhardt: Do surging glaciers have some sort of memory? Why does it
surge periodically? Is there some cond.ition prevaj-ling that promotes the
surge that this cycle takes place? Is it locked into this cycle? And
it's very hard for a non-surging glacier to get over to this cyc1e, but
once it has made it, it becomes a surging glacier. I am thinking of
Vernagtferner, which is a surging glacier, and it surged every eighty
years. It haal a little miniature surge two years ago which showed. a1l
the j-ngredients of a surge, shearing off, bulging up, overthrusting.

/

Clarke: Just a coment on Bernard's question. There is no correlation in
the Yukon between seismicity and the concentrati-on of surging glaciers.
A fault line might also be associated with fractured bedrock, giving a
pemeability control.

Räthlisbergerr I would like to point out that we will also see glaciers
in Switzerland as wilfrieal Haeberli mentioned with very thick beds with
lots of sed.iments and. they donrt surge as far as we know. But we have
steep sLialing ice msses which show all the features of surges, only
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lhey are not caIled. surges. There the velocity also goes up to several
meters per tlay. The i-ce is only thin, 40 n thick, and those nechanisms
proposed. for the large surging glaciers would not work there because not
nuch water is available, as the water runs out on the steep slopes. But
the other features are very much alike. The active phases occur perioati-
cally, and we have those high velocities. The most striking feature of
these sliding events ls their occurrence during the wet season. It is
also worth menti-oning that these ice masses definitely rest on bedrock.

Engelharilt: But they are very steep?

Röthlisbergers They are steep, yes. More than 20 degrees.

Lliboutry: I s'uppose, you are thinking of Allaling1etscher. In this
case, the very new simple friction law that I suggested to l{eyssonnier
explains very well why it isnrt stable in general. It is a perfect case
wlthout stresses at the lateral boundaries. You can show that a slab
gets unstable at the end of the smer.

Röthlisberger: Does it satisfactorily explain why it stops at the begin-
ning of winter?

Lliboutry: Yes, qualitatively. Quantitatively, there are too many
unknom parameters.

E6ke: I! seems to me that one of the ingredi-ents for a surging glacier
is a particular accunrulation pattern, such that you can build up relati-
vely steep slopes and high shear stresses over a period of years. If you
have a d-ifferent accumulation pattern, tben the ice could be tranferred.
through the glacier at normal speeds.

Rat'monal: Ird associate this idea with Bill Budcl and his ialea lhat there
j-s some flux per unit width thatrs required for surges. Suppose the
probability of initiating a surge becomes very high j-n a certain set of
geometrical states, which nay be associatetl with high stress or somet-
hing else I think the periotlicity is then rather natural. If a glacier
must pass through one of these critical geonetrical states as it evolves
toward a stead.y state with norma] flow processes and a given climate, it
camot reach such a steaaly state. The glacier will naturall-y oscillate
between period.s of norml response to an imbalance b€tween inflow and
climate mass balance, and surges r,rhich knock it back. gil1 Butld has
created that in the ccürputer with a rnechanism that most people probably
don't think is right, but many other mecttanisms could also produce a
cyc1e.
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zryd: frve been told that there was a surging glaci-er in the AIps in the
Iast cenlury, I think the vernagitferner. I want to know what has changed
in this glacier between then and now. i{hy doesnrt it 6ur9e anlmore?
Could a comparj-son of climtic contlitions for exampJ_e, bring important
informatlon on why a glacier is surging?

Enge1haralt: It surged two years ago in 82/83. But the same thing happe-
ned in Fintlelen Glacj-er. This shearing off at the sides sems to be a
very comon feature, but it has not been seen for the last 80 years on
Vernagtferner, and sutldenly this feature reappeared and the glacier
junpecl forwaril by 50 m anal alid all kind of surge-lype things.

Ikenr I would still call lhis rather an advance than a surge, although
there are, some comon f eatures.

Engelhardlt: That was an abnormal advance, wasn't it?

Iken: An advance of a sliding glaci-er, perhaps.

Eaeberli: There is a question about the "memory" of surging glaciers. We
have heard about enormous abraslon rates during the surge, especially
thal surging glaciers have a much higher abrasion rate than nomal
glaciers. This must produce an enormous amount of fj-ne material which
shoulal, of course, change the material properties of the basal layer of
the glacier very much. If this mterial cannot be evacuated by the
meltwater stream, it may remain there and give the glacier the possibi-
1i-ty to build up the next surge. Could this be part of Lhe "memory"
effect of surging glaciers and how would glaciers do the f.irst surge?

Sharp: I think there must be a long-term evolution of becl characteri-
stics which is not very easy to und.erstand. You have to undersland the
transition from a rock bed to a sediment bed s.ince this may have a big
inpaet on the way the glacier behaves.

Walters: It night be worthwhile taking a little time to attempt a
synthesis of these i-deas. And here we consider one mechanism. One form
of a conceptual model of a surging glacier is that there is some kind of
mass buj-ldup, until the point of betl failure, at which time there is
motion. It goes into a cycle where j-t cannot stop until it redistributes
its mss, at which time it becomes stable again. Then it goes through
the whole cycle again. The key polnt you get down to i-s what is the
failure mechanism, We have heard several possibiliti-es; we have heard
the soft betl hypothesis, we have just treard about the steep glaciers
which apparently have internal ice failures, and there may be many other
failure mechanisms. But the basic idea is. yourre builcling up a mass
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alistribution where you have some kind of shear failure, bed failure or
some other failure, say as a conceptual mode1, and then you have a
perioalicity that is determined by the climtological forces among other
things, and lf in fact that changes, then the periodicity changes also.

Eutter: This brings üsr I guess, to an important distinction which I
believe has not been mentioned. Is the cause for surge due to external
forcing, or is it a glaclal inherent mechanism? you seem to point
towards external forcing, and I believe, throughout the week, it looked
more like being an inherent mechanism of the glacier, of the systeR
glacier and its properties.

tliboutry: If the internal process is onty the building up of the thick-
ness in the upper part, this takes some time of course, and depends on
the average ,mss balance in the accumulation zone. But a sequence of
very bumitl years with heavy precipitation can trigger this, so there j-s
a little exlerna1 influence too. It cannot be cmpletely separated. In
the case of Chilean gJ,aciers near Santiago there were several surges
scattered in time. In my opinion they all correspond to a sequence of
very favorable years at the beginning of the century.

I'altersr That was an interesting point that he brought up. Anal that isr
if he were to reduce the accumulation such as to balance out the flow of
the glacier, woultl it in fact quit surging, or would it still buj-lal up,
although at a lower level, and then finally go an!ryay? Is there any
evidence to point one way or the other?

Raymond; Maybe WilI had better say something about this. B1ack Rapids
glacier in Alaska is one of the well-known surge-type glaciers. I have
hearcl that itrs not thickening or sgeeding up in its upper parts. The
mass balance situation is such tha! it'rs not builaling up any more, and
therers some thought it wonrt surge again, because it cantt reach the
geometry which caused it to surge. Maybe it will anyway, j-f there is
somelhing else going on.

Barrison: Yes, wel-I, it.rs thickening like this very s1@1y. There are
many glaciers, and I think this is your point, that they just donrt
surge anlmore. The Central Alaska Range is fu11 of them and possibly
Black Rapids coulal be the next one on the list. But that could change
r.rith more favorabl-e balance conditions. These considerations are pretty
ind.epend.ent of the mechanism of surging.

tfalters: There my be a chance to find. this out, because as far as I
learned from Larry lqayo there has been a really extreme posilive nass
balance in alaska and j-n fact, if some of these have quit surging, mybe
it's time to start looking around to see if one of then will start
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again.

Raynond.: If ttte Black Rapids were to sutldenly surge afler remaining in a
relatively constant geometry for a number of years, that rdould. have
extremely interesting implications for the surge mechanism.

llold: But j-s accumulation or increased mass in the upper part the only
mechanj-sm? Couldntt there be ablation in the lower part combineal with a
stable situation in the upper part? Then you reach a new sort of insta-
bilj-ty. I think we have seen that in Spitsbergen.

Clarke: Austin Post claimed that the Fischer Glacier in the yukon was
surging without a positive balance. It hailn't recharged. from the last
surge and" then it surged.

Haeberli: The Glaciar Nevado near Menaloza in Argentina has made a recent
surge (in 1985) even though it appears lo have becone thinner than
during the last surge in 1934. The front of the glacier now extends to
the sme point as in 1934, even though the surface of the lower part of
the glacier is far below the level of the lateral moraines which haal
been bui-lt up earlier. This coulal mean that the glacier has surged at a
lower shear stress than before. However, Vernagtferner didnrt real1y do
a surge because it has lost its tongue completely, Concerning the
question of "memory'r, it may be difficult to find out how a glacier
makes its first. surge, but it may be more easy to detemine how surging
glac.iers change to non-surging glaciers. During the 20th century many
smll glaciers have lost their tongues, and one should, perhaps, look at
small surging glaciers because they may have fundamentally changecl their
geometry.

Rolandr I want to stress the attention on tj-alal glaciers and their
positions during a surge cycle. In the period betveen two surges the
fronts are retreating some kilometers to a certaln position at a rate of
a hundred. meters per year. On Svalbaral (Spitsbergen) these glaclers have
lengths of up to about 40-50 kilometers and areas up to 1000-2000 square
kilometers. The resulting Secrease in the friction between the upstream
glacier and the glacier beil may trigger the surge, maybe in cooperation
with other triggering mechanisms.

Fowler: This is just, I think, a coment on what they catl the Remory of
surging glaciers, the fact that surges occur at regular intervals. In
the sort of language that I speak this really means that the surging
glacier is exhibiting periodi-c osc.illation. And I think that itrs quite
easy, at least conceptually, to understand how a self-conlained system
with various inputs, such as accumulation, can oscillate, providing i-ts
characteristics are sufficiently strange. I think that Charli-e Raymond,s
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description, which I would agree with if made a little bit more formal,
can provide a basis for a very simple understanding of why certain
glaciers will surge, and what will affect the conditions as to whether
they alo that. The point I wanted to make, which I thought rras an old
idea, for example, I think Prof. Lliboutry was one of the people who
advocated this quite some tlme ago, was that if a slialing law, in other
word.s, the relation between basal stress and basal molion, were to be
multivalued, then that in itself would be something that would lead to
the kinai of behaviour in exactly the way that Charlie Ralrmond described.
So, I think that itrs possible to come !o an understand.ing of why
surging can occur in a periodic manner. The question really is then,
what is the mechanism by which one can obtain such critical behaviour?
And I think, the answer lhaf has been suggested in this conference, at
least one answer, is that itrs the catastrophic switch between different
drainage systems, that provides the way in which that can happen.

L]-iboutry: I would like to say that I am much less convinced that it is
a very special kind of micro-relief that gives a double-valued sliiling
law in the case of surges. In case of svalbard or Iceland surges occur
where there is very poor drainage, because the bed is very f1at. In
other cases we have regions where the fines are not washed out. In other
cases moderate precipitation allows the glacier to be slightly colcl.
Thus, drainage seems to be the most important factor, and not the shape
of the nicro-relief. I no longer favour a special micro-relief.

Engelhardt: O.K., according to the programe, we should come to an end.

Cl-arke: I canrt let this come to an end. without acknowledgj-ng on every-
boilyrs part the alebt we owe to the organizers. I cerLainly enjoyetl this
conference a great deal and il has been a tremendous scientific success
as well. Thanks in parti-cular go to Almut lken and Hans Röthlisberger,
and, of course, to all our other friends from the ETH. Irve been
enjoying watching the developments of two new aligments taking fomr
the good and the badl bedl glaciologists, a refreshing change from the
physi-cists versus the geographers. so, thank you very much' we have
certainly enjoyed this.
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